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Abstract
Energy efficiency in industry has been underlined as one of the most important challenges of the
21st century by the EU’s eco-design directive for energy-related products (2009/125/EC). Aiming
to decrease European energy consumption by 20% by 2020 relative to projections, the
European initiative Horizon 2020 pushes for standardizing the environmental evaluation of
machine tools, which is in the scope of the responsibility of the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO). Due to machine tools’ complexity and individuality both in design and
application, the ISO 14955 series, which aims for the environmental evaluation of machine tools,
is still under development.
Existing machine tool models consider the direct electrical energy and compressed air
consumption, but do not incorporate the electrical energy consumption related to the technical
building service, such as water cooling, air conditioning, or exhaust air treatment. This is
essential for setting up a comprehensive energy balance for a machine tool. Within this thesis, a
factory-integrated machine tool model is developed by calculating the electrical power demand
of the technical building service to operate a machine tool using electrical energy equivalents.
A metric to fully assess the energy efficiency of a factory-integrated machine tool based on its
individual components’ needs to take into account each component’s efficiency and need-based
utilization (sufficiency) with reference to an efficiency limit (consistency). Such a metric, which
comprises the sustainability strategies efficiency, sufficiency, and consistency, is developed
within this thesis and referred to as Total Energy Efficiency Index.
The applicability of both the model and the metric are shown in a practical case study of a
grinding machine, serving as a blueprint for future application and modification. All in all, the total
energy efficiency of the analyzed factory-integrated machine tool does not exceed 41% for any
considered types of production. The machine tool’s heat exchanger unit and coolant unit as well
as the factory's combined air-conditioning and exhaust air system show based on the performed
analysis the highest improvement potentials.
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Zusammenfassung
Energieeffizienz in der Industrie wurde durch die Europäische Öko-Design Direktive für
energiebezogene Produkte (2009/125/EC) als eine der wichtigsten Herausforderungen des 21.
Jahrhunderts herausgestellt. Abzielend darauf, den Europäischen Energieverbrauch bis 2020
um 20% im Vergleich zu Projektionen zu reduzieren, treibt die Europäische Initiative Horizon
2020 die Standardisierung der Umweltbewertung von Werkzeugmaschinen voran, welche sich
im Rahmen der Verantwortung der Internationalen Organisation für Standardisierung (ISO)
befindet. Aufgrund der Komplexität und Individualität von Werkzeugmaschinen, sowohl im
Design als auch in der Anwendung, ist die ISO 14955 Serie, welche auf die Umweltbewertung
von Werkzeugmaschinen abzielt, weiterhin in der Entwicklung.
Bestehende

Werkzeugmaschinenmodelle

berücksichtigen

den

direkten,

elektrischen

Energieverbrauch sowie den Druckluftverbrauch, aber integrieren nicht die verbrauchte
elektrische Energie, die im Zusammenhang mit der Gebäudetechnik steht, wie der
Wasserkühlung, der Klimaanlage oder des Abluftsystems, steht. Dies ist notwendig, um eine
umfassende Energiebilanz für eine Werkzeugmaschine aufzustellen. In dieser Thesis wird ein
Model

einer

fabrikintegrierten

Werkzeugmaschine

entwickelt,

indem

der

elektrische

Leistungsbedarf der Gebäudetechnik, um die Werkzeugmaschine zu betreiben, mittels
Energieäquivalenten berechnet wird.
Eine Metrik, um die Energieeffizienz einer fabrikintegrierten Werkzeugmaschine auf Basis von
ihren individuellen Komponenten komplett bewerten zu können, muss für jede Komponente die
Effizienz und die bedarfsgerechte Nutzung (Suffizienz) in Bezug auf ein Effizienzlimit
(Konsistenz) berücksichtigen. Eine solche Metrik, welche die Nachhaltigkeitsstrategien Effizienz,
Suffizienz

und

Konsistenz

umfasst,

ist

in

dieser

Thesis

entwickelt

und

wird

als

Gesamtenergieeffizienzindex bezeichnet.
Die Anwendbarkeit des Modells sowie der Metrik sind in einer praktischen Fallstudie an einer
Schleifmaschine gezeigt, was als Vorlage für zukünftige Anwendungen und Modifikation dienen
soll. Insgesamt überschreitet die Gesamtenergieeffizienz der analysierten fabrikintegrierten
Werkzeugmaschine 41% für keine der betrachteten Produktionsarten. Die Wärmetauscher- und
die Kühlschmiermitteleinheit der Werkzeugmaschine sowie die das kombinierte Klimaanlagenund Abluftsystem der Fabrik zeigen basierend auf der durchgeführten Analyse die grössten
Verbesserungspotentiale.
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1. Introduction
Meadows et al. [1] predicted in “The Limits to Growth” the upcoming predicaments of mankind.
On the one hand, the five basic elements “population, food production, industrialization, pollution
and exploiting of nonrenewable resources” [1] are expected to rise exponentially in the following
years. On the other hand, the naturally supported growth is limited by the earth’s bio-capacity,
which includes material and energy used. The balance between consumption and regrowth is
desirable to be ensured by the sustainable development defined by the United Nations as
“development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs” [2]. The United Nations [3] distinguishes between three
interacting dimensions of sustainability, which all need to be considered in sustainable
development:


Social dimension: Relationship between services provided by a human being in
exchange for societal benefits that are being received.



Environmental dimension: Conservation of the earth’s bio-capacity equilibrium by
adjusting the resources consumed to the natural regrowth rate and the emissions
generated to the natural absorption rate.



Economic dimension: Maintaining and creating of economic conditions in order to meet
individual and social needs.

Schaltegger et al. [4] specified the interactions between these dimensions by introducing three
concepts (see Figure 1):


Socio-efficiency: Maximize the social benefit while keeping the economic effort low.



Eco-justice:

Maximize

environmental

conservation

while

keeping

the

social

compromises low.


Eco-efficiency: Maximize the economic benefit while keeping the environmental impact
low.

1

Society

Social goals

Socioefficiency

Ecojustice

Sustainable
development
Economy

Economic
goals

Environment

Ecoefficiency

Environmental
goals

Figure 1: Three dimensions of sustainability: Society, Environment and Economy [3, 4].

In their 30-year update to “The Limits to Growth”, Meadows et al. [5] suggested seven guidelines
for overcoming today’s challenges of this increasingly important issue. One of the seven
suggested guidelines for a sustainable society is “use all resources with maximum efficiency” [5]
which shall lay the foundation of this thesis.
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1.1. Motivation
As industrial electricity consumption contributes to 36.9% [6] of the total electricity consumption
in the 28 states of the European Union (EU28) (compare Figure 2), manufacturing industries and
machine tool (MT) builders in particular have great influence on the reduction of resources used
and CO2 emitted. The worldwide manufacturing industries’ energy saving potential is estimated
to be 20% by 2050 [7].

EU28 – Electricity Consumption by Sector 2014
1.7%

0.3%
Industry

Transport
29.0%

36.9%

Households
Services
Agriculture/Forestry
Others

29.8%

2.3%

Figure 2: EU28 – Electricity consumption by sector in 2014 [8].

The European directive 2005/32/EC [9] defines the energy-using products (EuPs) that are meant
to be regulated, to which MTs belong. The scope has been extended by the European directive
2009/125/EC [10] to energy-related products (ErP). These initiatives and the European directive
2012/27/EU [11] aim to push manufacturers of ErPs to increase their products’ energy efficiency
by 20% by 2020, compared to projections. Critical ErPs that are subjected to specific initiatives
such as incentives, subsidies, and market regulations are defined in order to support
accomplishing these objectives. Products must meet the following criteria to be classified as
critical [12]:

3



significant sales volume,



significant environmental impact, and



significant improvement potential.

MTs with sale volumes upwards of 300.000 pieces per year in the EU [13] are part of the
industrial consumers that collectively contribute to 36.9% [8] of the European electricity
consumption, and have an efficiency improvement potential estimated to 25% [14]. Thus, MTs
have great influence on the reduction of the energy use as well as the associated CO2-emissions
and are classified as critical products.
The requirements towards production developed over time and new paradigms evolved that are
considered to be crucial for maintaining competitiveness. Besides the traditional target variables
– costs, time, and quality – new paradigms such as adaptability or innovativeness gained in
significance. Müller et al. [15] illustrated the historical development of production systems
depicted in Figure 3 and stated energy efficiency to be the most recent paradigm for production
systems. In energy intensive industries, the energy costs alone can account for up to 60% of the
total production costs [16]. Along those lines, Abele et al. [3] carried out a total cost of ownership
calculation and determined the electricity costs of running a MT to be 24% of the operating
costs. Thus, energy efficiency can be considered as a complementing aspect to the traditional
economic factor costs and can be a promising way to strengthen companies’ competitiveness.

Energy
efficiency

Uniqueness,
innovativeness,
adaptability

Time

Time

Time

Production
scheduling /
flexibility

Production
scheduling /
flexibility

Production
scheduling /
flexibility

Production
scheduling /
flexibility

Quality

Quality

Quality

Quality

Quality

Price /
productivity

Price /
productivity

Price /
productivity

Price /
productivity

Price /
productivity

Requirements

Uniqueness,
innovativeness,
adaptability

Price /
productivity

Historical development

Figure 3: Historical development of paradigms for production systems [15].

Aside from price and productivity, quality has been a major objective in manufacturing for several
decades. Quality is negatively influenced by the error of the tool center point (TCP), among other
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thermal errors. The electricity consumed by a MT is converted into heat that causes thermal
errors and needs to be removed by cooling systems. Ess [17] sees a root cause of thermal
errors in the lack of energy efficiency of a MT; due to inefficiencies, more energy is supplied to
the MT and converted into heat; the occurring heat transfer impacts the temperature distribution
in the solid structures of the MT, leading to mechanical deformation and finally resulting in an
error of the TCP.
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1.2. Scope
The general life cycle as described in ISO 14040 [18] begins with the raw material acquisition,
continues with the production and use of the products, and ends with the waste treatment, the
recycling or reuse. The life cycle phase model is valid for any kind of product, such as machines,
factory buildings, and consumer goods. Figure 4 depicts the intersecting product life cycle and
the manufacturing system life cycle adapted from ISO 20140-1 [19]. The life cycles cross at the
product production during operation phase of the manufacturing system.
Product life cycle
Product
design
Manufacturing system life cycle

Manufacturing
system design

Manufacturing
system
production

Product production
Manufacturing
system operation

Manufacturing
system
retirement

Product
operation

Product
retirement
Figure 4: Intersecting product life cycle and manufacturing system life cycle adapted from ISO 20140-1 [19].

Weber and Züst [20] introduced a model for the intersecting life cycles of products and MTs. The
model distinguishes between three types of benefits when reducing the environmental impact of
MTs and their products:


Type I benefit: simplified MT production, e.g. optimized transportation and efficient
assembly through modular structure result in shorter lead times as well as energy
savings.



Type II benefit: efficient MT use, e.g. switch-off of the MT during non-operation
decreases the energy consumption.



Type III benefit: efficiency of the manufactured product, e.g. high production accuracy of
camshafts leads to lower surface friction and results in energy savings.
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Züst et al. [21, 22] showed that the environmental impact of a MT is dominated by its use phase.
It is consequently comprehensible to shift the focus of attention to this phase and hence on Type
II benefits.
Scope 1: Energy efficiency assessment of the use phase of MTs
A manufacturing process describes a physical transformation process of an initial state into a
target state. DIN 8580 [23] refers to manufacturing processes as all procedures for the
manufacture of geometrically defined solid objects and classifies the manufacturing processes
into six main groups (compare Figure 5):


Primary shaping: Manufacturing process of a solid workpiece from shapeless material
by creating cohesion, e.g. molding.



Forming: Manufacturing process that plastically changes the shape of a solid workpiece
while conserving cohesion, e.g. bending.



Separating: Manufacturing process which reduce cohesion of a solid workpiece partially
or eliminates it completely, e.g. milling.



Joining: Manufacturing process to increase cohesion between several geometrically
defined and solid workpieces, e.g. welding.



Coating: Manufacturing process to increase cohesion by applying a firmly adhering layer
of shapeless material to a workpiece, e.g. varnishing.



Material property changing: Manufacturing process to modify the properties of a
workpiece’s material without change of shape or cohesion, e.g. hardening.
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Intitial state

Transformation

Target state

Manufacturing
processes
[DIN 8580]

Primary
shaping

Forming

Separating

Joining

Coating

Material
property
changing

Figure 5: Classification of manufacturing processes according to DIN 8580 [23].

The thesis solely looks at separating manufacturing processes, which will be referred to as
manufacturing processes.
Scope 2: Analysis of separating manufacturing processes.
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2. Theoretical Background
2.1. Regulations and Standards on Energy Efficiency of MTs
2.1.1. Energy Efficiency Labelling of MTs and Regulatory Initiatives
DIN EN ISO 14020 defines environmental declaration (also referred to as environmental label)
as “claim which indicates the environmental aspects of a product or service” [24]. DIN EN ISO
1402x series [24-27] addresses the environmental labelling of products and distinguishes three
types of environmental labelling applicable depending on the product type:


DIN EN ISO 14020: Environmental labels and declarations – General principles



DIN EN ISO 14021: Environmental labels and declarations – Self-declared environmental
claims (Type II environmental labelling)



DIN EN ISO 14024: Environmental labels and declarations – Type I environmental
labelling – Principles and procedures



DIN EN ISO 14025: Environmental labels and declarations – Type III environmental
declarations – Principles and procedures

Directive 2010/30/EU [28] deals with energy efficiency labelling and outlines it as a means to
measure the energetic performance of a product and enforce market regulations in order to
reach the aforementioned reduction in energy consumption and CO2-emissions. The energy
efficiency directive 2012/27/EU [11] reaffirms both directives 2009/125/EC and 2010/30/EU, and
it “establishes a common framework of measures for the promotion of energy efficiency within
the Union in order to ensure the achievement of the Union’s 2020 20% headline target on
energy efficiency and to pave the way for further energy efficiency improvements beyond that
date“ [11].
Herrmann et al. [29] highlight the correlation between increasing product complexity and the
rising difficulty in developing an energy efficiency label. They classified MTs as more complex
than components for industry (such as pumps and electric drives), buildings, and cars due to
their high variety design and utilization. The resulting difficulty to develop a standardized test
procedure is the reason for a lack of energy efficiency labelling for MTs and for alternative
approaches being investigated.
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On behalf of the European Commission (EC), Schischke at el. [30] and Mudgal et al. [31] jointly
conducted a study on how to implement a common framework for enhancing energy efficiency of
MTs. They distinguish three strategies different than business-as-usual (in ascending by their
estimated improvement potential):
1. Mandatory ecodesign requirements (MER)
2. Self-regulatory initiative (SRI)
3. Best available technology (BAT)
The MER and BAT are respectively rule-based and point-based assessment methods. CECIMO
[32, 33] – the European Association of the MT Industries – intends to launch a SRI aiming at the
energy efficiency increase of MTs. The SRI concept leaves the evaluation of energy efficiency
improvements to the MT manufacturers, who need to report to a supervisory unit. This allows MT
manufacturers to implement and assess their MTs individually according to their specialized
design and their intended application.

2.1.2. Environmental Evaluation of MTs
The working group ISO/TC 39/WG 12 started in May 2010 to develop the standard series ISO
14955 aiming at the environmental evaluation of MTs. The standard is divided into four main
parts:


ISO 14955-1: Eco-design methodology for machine tools



ISO 14955-2: Methods for measuring energy supplied to machine tools and machine tool
components.



ISO 14955-3: Principles for testing metal-cutting machine tools with respect to energy
efficiency



ISO 14955-4: Principles for measuring metal-forming machine tools and laser processing
machine tools with respect to energy efficiency

ISO 14955-1 [34] is both valid for metal-cutting and metal-forming MTs. The normative part deals
with methods for the general energy efficiency evaluation of MTs and the integration of energy
efficiency measures into the product development process. The informative appendix contains a
list of proven and well-established improvement measures for increasing the energy efficiency of
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MTs. The rule-based approach covers the following areas of improvement: overall machine
concept, drive units, hydraulic systems, pneumatic systems, electric systems, cooling lubricant
system, cooling system, peripheral devices, control systems, and guidance on energy efficient
use. The VDMA 34179 [35] outlines the instructions on how to measure the energy and resource
demand of MTs based on ISO 14955-1.

2.1.3. Factory Integration of MTs
The MTs integrated into the factory (referred to as IMTs) are emphasized by the ISO 20140
series, which focuses on the manufacturing system evaluation regarding energy efficiency and
similar environment influencing factors. ISO 20140-1 [19] deals with the structure of
manufacturing systems, boundaries between the units and general energy efficiency enhancing
principles as well as environmental evaluation. ISO 20140-2 to ISO 20140-5 have not been
published yet. ISO/CD 14955-2 [36] specifies the interconnections of a MT with the technical
building service (TBS). Modern MTs are generally integrated into a factory and require different
energy and mass flows provided on shop floor level. For an entire integration of a MT into the
factory environment, four classes of energy exchange are distinguished by the ISO/CD 14995-2
[36]:
 Type I: Cable bound supply, i.e. electrical energy.
 Type II: Tube bound supply with inlet measuring only, e.g. compressed air.
 Type III: Tube bound supply with inlet and outlet measuring, e.g. cooling water circuit.
 Type IV: Other functions that are supplied primarily under the use of electrical energy, e.g.
exhaust air.
Hesselbach et al. [37] introduced a factory model that describes the interaction of the factory
elements MTs, TBS, building shell (BS), and the environment. Figure 6 illustrates an exemplary
model of a MT interacting with the TBS based on Hesselbach et al. [37] and ISO/CD 14955-2
[36]. Energy relevant interfaces are electricity, compressed air, water cooling, exhaust air (forced
convection), and air conditioning (natural convection). Services to compensate for external
environmental conditions such as illumination, temperature, humidity, etc. are excluded from the
consideration.
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Air (cold)

Exhaust air

Heat

Exhaust air

Air (warm)

Factory with BS

Compressed air

TBS

Electricity

MT

Cooling fluid (cold)
Cooling fluid (warm)

Figure 6: Exemplary interconnection of a MT and the TBS (adapted from Hesselbach et al. [37], ISO 20140-1
[19], ISO/CD 14955-2 [36]).
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2.2. Terminology
From the perspective of manufacturing companies, energy is converted from nature to primary
energy over to secondary energy to final energy, which is used to realize a targeted energy. The
energy conversion chain adapted from Müller et al. [13] and VDI 4661 [59] is illustrated in Figure
7.

Nature

Primary
energy

Secondary
energy

Delivered
and final
energy

Useful
energy

Target
energy

Figure 7: Schematic energy conversion chain adapted from Müller et al. [15] and VDI 4661 [38].

VDI 4661 [38] describes the energy forms for industrial use as follows:


Primary energy: Energy of energy sources or carriers which are found in nature and
which have not been converted by technical processes.



Secondary energy: Energy of energy carriers which have been obtained from
primary energy by means of one or more conversion operations.



Delivered energy: Energy content of all traded primary and secondary energy
sources which the end consumer purchases.



Final energy: Traded energy carriers which are used for generating or converting
useful energy.



Useful energy: All technological forms of energy which the consumer ultimately
requires.



Target energy: Energy aimed at in an energy-conversion process or a technical
energy transformation.

VDI 4661 [38] contains definitions of technical terms relevant in the context of power
engineering:
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Energy conversion: Energy conversion is a generic term for changing one form of
energy into another form of energy.



Energy converters: Energy converters are devices and installations for energy
conversion (for example, generators, motors, ovens, lamps).



Energy utilization: Energy utilization is the use of final energy for the generation or
conversion of useful energy for the particular purpose of an energy service.



Energy demand: The energy demand is the final energy to be used in order to
perform a defined energy service, with a suitable technology being used and for
defined boundary conditions.



Energy consumption: Energy consumption is the quantity of particular forms of
energy consumed in order to cover energy demands under real conditions.



Energy loss: Energy loss is that part of the supplied energy which escapes form a
system and which was not used as intended for the process. An energy loss of this
kind can of course be exploited, at least in part, in a different system.



Conversion loss: Conversion loss is the loss of exergy when one form of energy is
converted into another. It does appear as an energy loss.

The term efficiency is frequently used in context of the performance evaluation of a system. ISO
9000 defines efficiency as the “relationship between the results achieved and the resources
used” [39]. ISO 50001 defines energy efficiency as “ratio or other quantitative relationship
between an output of performance, service, goods or energy, and an input of energy” [40] and
gives exemplary energy efficiency indicators. Simply stated, improving energy efficiency means
to achieve more output with less energy input. ISO 50001 defines the physical entity energy as
“the capacity of a system to produce external activity or perform work” [40] and lists forms of
energy such as electricity, fuels, steam, heat, and other media. The performed work or energy E
is mathematically expressed as the integral of the power P over time t
t1

E  P  t  dt

(2.1)

t0

More information on the terminology, definitions, and mathematical relations can be found in the
literature [38].
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2.3. Physical Fundamentals
Energy can exist in various forms and be converted among them. A selection of different types of
energy conversions by MT component is listed in Table 2.
Table 2: Component types and energy types.
Component

Input type

Output type

Converter/amplifier

electrical

electrical

Axis

electical

mechanical

Electric drive

electrical

mechanical

Gears

mechanical

mechanical

Pump

mechanical

hydraulical

Heat exchanger

hydraulical

thermal

Compressor, fan, exhaustion

mechanical

pneumatical

2.3.1. Electrical Power
VDI 4661 [38] contains a brief description of the relevant terms of electrical power. Electrical
power of direct current is defined by

PDC  U DC  I DC

(2.2)

with the voltage U DC as measure of the potential and current I DC as measure of the flow of
charge. Most MTs are usually supplied with a 400V three-phase alternating current, which
requires a distinction in the terminology between apparent power

S AC ,eff  U AC ,eff  I AC ,eff

(2.3)

PAC ,eff  U AC ,eff  I AC ,eff  cos 

(2.4)

QAC ,eff  U AC ,eff  I AC ,eff  sin 

(2.5)

effective power

and the reactive power

derived from the effective voltage
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U AC ,eff 

1 T 2
u  t  dt
T 0

(2.6)

I AC ,eff 

1 T 2
i  t  dt
T 0

(2.7)

and the effective current

with the phase angle  , the voltage u  t  , the current i  t  , and the period T . The apparent
power is derived by geometrical summation of the effective and reactive power in the electric
vector diagram. Hence, the relation is given by
2
2
S AC ,eff  PAC
,eff  QAC ,eff

(2.8)

2.3.2. Mechanical Power
Mechanical work is performed either translatorily or rotatorily. In the former case, the mechanical
power is derived by

Pmech,tns  v  F  ma 

(2.9)

with the velocity v , the force F , the mass m and the acceleration a . For steady state, the
equation is simplified to

Pmech,tns , stdy  Fv

(2.10)

Rotational mechanical power is determined by

Pmech,rot  2 nrev  M       M   

(2.11)

with the rotational speed nrev , the angular velocity  , the momentum M , the moment of inertia

 and the angular acceleration  . For steady state, the equation is simplified to
Pmech,rot,stdy  2 nrev M  M

(2.12)
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2.3.3. Hydraulic Power
The Bernoulli equation in pressure form

1


p   fld  gh  v 2fld   const.
2



(2.13)

is derived from the Euler equation for momentum conservation and describes the energy
conservation of incompressible fluids and steady flow with the pressure p , the density  fld , the
gravity g  9.81

m
, the height h and the flow speed of the fluid v fld . The Bernoulli equation
s2

states that the sum of both dynamic and kinetic energy of a fluid remains constant along the
streamline. It is valid for the ideal case of fluid flow, which means incompressible fluids (liquids),
for which the density  is constant, a steady flow, no volume loss, no temperature change and
no friction. If friction shall be taken into account, the Bernoulli equation needs to be extended by
the pressure loss pv . Neglecting pressure loss and leakages, the power of fluids is composed
by the kinetic power share

 fldV fld
1
m fld v 2fld 
2
2 A2
3

Phydr ,kin 

(2.14)

with the mass flow of the fluid m fld , the fluid volume flow V fld and the cross-sectional area A , as
well as the potential power share

Phydr , pot  pV fld  m fld g h

(2.15)

with the pressure difference p and the height difference h between inlet and outlet. The total
hydraulic power is derived by

Phydr  Phydr ,kin  Phydr , pot

(2.16)

2.3.4. Pneumatic Power
Compressed air is the major form of pneumatic power used in manufacturing. Neglecting
pressure loss and leakages as well as the power for elevation of the fluid, the pneumatic power
is composed of the kinetic power
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air Vair 3
1
2
 mair air 
2
2 A2

(2.17)

Ppneu , pot  pVair

(2.18)

 V 3
1
2
Ppneu  Ppneu , pot  Ppneu ,kin  pVair  mair air
 pVair  air air2
2
2 A

(2.19)

Ppneu ,kin
and the potential power

leading to the total pneumatic power

with the air mass flow mair , the velocity of the air mass flow  air , the air density  air , the air
volume flow Vair , the cross sectional area A , and the pressure difference p . The potential
power can be neglected for air exhaustion due to the low density of air.

2.3.5. Thermal Power
Transfer heat for cooling purpose is quantified by thermal power. Two general types of heat
transfer can be distinguished: forced convection, where the fluids flow is externally generated
and natural convection, which is due to flow caused by temperature gradients and the resulting
density differences. In reality, both heat transfer types overlap. For active cooling, the forced
convection is the decisive quantity. The thermal power extracted from the system by forced
convection is determined from the first law of thermodynamics by

Q  Q2  Q1  c p,2 2V22  c p,11V11

(2.20)

with the heat flows Q j , the specific heat capacities c p , j , the densities  j , the volume flows V j
and the temperatures  j for the inlet j  1 and the outlet j  2 . Assuming a constant fluid
density ( 2  1   ; V2  V1  V ) and a constant specific heat capacity of the fluid (

c p ,2  c p,1  c p ), the heat flow generated by the incompressible fluid heat exchanger is simplified
to

Qincp  c p V 2  1 

(2.21)
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2.4. Energy Efficiency in Manufacturing
The manufacturing transformation process can be viewed as input-output model of energy and
materials as illustrated in Figure 8. Consumables (e.g. lubricants) and energy (e.g. electrical
energy) are used for the transformation of raw material and/or semi-finished products to
products. The outcomes of the transformation process are emissions (e.g. waste gas or waste
heat) and materials (e.g. the final product, waste materials or waste liquids). The input-output
model highlights the basic fields of activity that need to be considered for energy and resource
efficiency investigations on manufacturing process level.
Input

Output

Energy
Electrical energy
Compressed air
Gas
…

Emissions
Waste heat
Waste gas
Exhaust air
…

Transformation

Materials
Raw materials
Semi-finished products
Consumables/auxiliaries
…

Materials
Products
Waste materials
Waste liquids
…

Figure 8: Input-output model of the manufacturing transformation process.

ISO 14995-1 defines a MT as “mechanical device which is fixed (i.e. not mobile) and powered
(typically by electricity and compressed air), typically used to fabricate metal components of
machines by the selective removal or mechanical deformation of metal” [34]. The MT can be
viewed as assembly of multiple components. MT components are ”mechanical, electrical,
hydraulic, or pneumatic devices of a MT, or a combination” [34]. The structure of a MT built of
electrical components is illustrated in Figure 9.
Machine tool

Machine tool components by class
Spindle drives
Main spindle motor,
rotary tool spindle motor,
…

Control system
Control,
Spindle amplifier,
Servo amplifier

Hydraulic system
Hydraulic unit motor

Servo drives
i-axis motor, tailstock
spindle, turret motor, …

Cooling & lubrication
system
Lubrication pump motor, oil
cooler pump motor, …

Auxiliary system
Lighting, fan, chip
conveyor motor, tool
change arm motor, …

Figure 9: Electrical components in MTs adapted from Li et al. [41].
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Li et al. [41] proposed a model for deriving the MT power profile from the component power
profiles, as illustrated in Figure 10. Each component of a MT contributes to the power demand in
a different manner depending on its characteristic and its utilization. The sum of the component
power levels in the respective operational state with the respective MT utilization is aggregated
to the total MT power profile.
Power profile

Spindle drives

Control system

Hydraulic system

Servo drives

Cooling & lubrication
system

Auxiliary system

Power

Machine tool component classes

Time

Figure 10: Aggregation of component to the MT power profile adapted from Li et al. [41].

The power profile and the associated energy consumption depend on the operating state of the
MT and its utilization (e.g. load). The operating states of a MT are defined by a combination of
the MT components’ states respectively modules. An exemplary assignment of MT states
dependent on MT components’ states is listed in Table 3.
Table 3: Exemplary assignment of MT and component states adapted from ISO 14955-1 [34] (excerpt).
Cooling &

Machine

Control

Hydraulic

operating state

system

system

off

off

off

off

standby

on

off

idle

on

processing

on

lubrication

Auxiliary

Servo drives

Spindle drives

off

off

off

off

on/off

off

off

on

on

on

not moving

moving

on

on

on

moving

moving

system

system

Figure 11 illustrates an exemplary power profile and indicates the different power values as well
as times for the operating states: off, standby, idle, and processing. The total energy
consumption equals the area below the power profile and is calculated by equation (2.1).
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Power

Time
Figure 11: Schematic power profile by machine state.

The objective of improving energy efficiency is to modify the MT by technical and organizational
measures in order to decrease the area below the power profile, as illustrated in Figure 12.
Technical measures tend to reduce the power level while organizational measures (productivity
measures) shorten of cycle times in order to decrease the energy consumption. The latter type
of improvement measure goes hand in hand with a cut in cycle time and accordingly a
productivity increase.
Reduction of the energy consumption by
technical measures

Power

Reduction of energy consumption by
organizational measures

Time
Figure 12: Measures to reduce the energy consumption of MTs adapted from Zein et al. [42] and GE Fanuc
[43].

Pears [44] divided the energy use of an actual manufacturing transformation process into a load
independent and a load dependent part as illustrated in Figure 13. The load independent part is
referred to as energy overhead, which is required to maintain the manufacturing system
operational even though no transformation process is performed. The load dependent part
increases with the production rate and is characterized by the process energy gradient assuming
a linear correlation. An ideal manufacturing transformation process has no energy overhead and
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a marginal process energy gradient. Hence, the gap between an actual and an ideal
manufacturing transformation can be described as magnitude of the energy overhead and the
difference of the process energy gradients. This gap leads to the quantification of energy
efficiency as ratio of the energy consumption of an ideal manufacturing transformation process
and an actual manufacturing transformation process.
Actual system

Proportion of maximum
energy use

1

Actual process
energy gradient

Energy
overhead

Actual system
without overhead

Marginal process
energy gradient

Ideal system
0

0

Proportion of maximum
production rate

1

Figure 13: Energy use of an actual compared to an ideal transformation process [44].

The energy use of an ideal manufacturing transformation process serves as reference value to
quantify the energy efficiency of an actual manufacturing transformation process. Depending on
the context, a different reference can be considered as ideal. According to Zein [45], Seefeldt et
al. [46], and VDI 4661 [38], four reference types can be distinguished, namely:


Market induced energy limit: Average level of energy consumption in practice.



Economically feasible energy limit: Lowest level of energy consumption
achievable consistent with economic limits.



Technically achievable energy limit: Lowest

level

of

energy

consumption

realizable with the latest and best feasible technology.


Theoretical energy limit: Lowest possible level of energy consumption limited by
physical or chemical laws as stated by VDI 4661 [38].

A comparative illustration of the types of energy limits dependent on the production rate is
depicted in Figure 14. Beyond this, other limitations such as costs, company policies, or laws
determine the best possible solution.
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Actual energy consumption

1

Proportion of maximum
energy use

Reference point

Market induced energy limit
Economically feasbile energy limit

Technically achievable energy limit
Theoretical energy limit

0

0

Proportion of maximum
production rate

1

Figure 14: Types of energy process limits adapted from Zein [45].

Three level of investigation-extend can be distinguished according to Schudeleit et al. [47, 48]:
1. Component level: Investigation of a component possibly in connection with the MT as
superordinate system, e.g. MT spindle.
2. MT level: Investigation of a MT built of by multiple components and their interaction.
3. IMT level: Investigation of a MT in connection with the technical building service, e.g. air
conditioning or water cooling.
All levels of investigation need to be addressed in order to evaluate the energy performance of a
MT entirely.
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2.5. Classification of Key Figures
Key figures (energy efficiency indicators) are used to quantify and track energy efficiency
improvements. Preißler [49] distinguishes single key figures and key figure systems. Single key
figures can either be absolute values (single values, sums, differences or mean values) or ratio
values (proportions, relationship values, index values). Key figure systems consist of a number
of single key figures and can be logical, arithmetic or hybrid systems. While logical systems
comprise a set of single key figures without mathematical linking, arithmetic systems combine
sets of single key figures using mathematical operations to an aggregated key figure. Hybrid
systems are a combination of logical and arithmetic systems. The general classification of key
figures is illustrated in Figure 15.
Key figures

Single key figures

Key figure systems
Logical systems

Absolute values

Ratio values

Arithmetic systems

Single values

Proportions

Hybrid systems

Sums

Relationship values

Differences

Index values

Mean values

Figure 15: Differentiation of key figures according to Preißler [49].

There are extensive collections of key figures related to energy efficiency available in literature,
such as in Bunse et al. [50], ISO/DIS 50006 [51], and Global Reporting Initiative [52]. In order to
aggregate single key figures from a lower level such as component level to a higher level such
as MT level, different mathematical operations need to be applied.
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2.6. Basic Methods for Arithmetic Aggregation of Efficiency Values
Figure 16 depicts three basic types of methods to arithmetically aggregate efficiency values.
First, the series connection is obtained, if the first systems output equals the second systems
input. Its total system efficiency is derived from the subsystems efficiencies by

tot ,series  i 1 i ;
n

i, n 

(2.22)

Second, a parallel connection is present, if two or more systems are supplied by one source,
and the total system efficiency is derived from the subsystems efficiencies by

1

tot , parallel

n 1
  i 1 ;

i, n 

i

(2.23)

An aggregated connection is characterized by the presence of at least two independent systems
that do not have the same source. The total system efficiency of such a system is the mean
value weighted by the input power. It is obtained from the subsystems efficiencies and input
power values by




n

tot ,mean

1

i 1
n

2

Series connection

P ii

i, n 

;

(2.24)

P
i 1 i
Parallel connection

3

Aggregating connection

…
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…

…
Figure 16: Basic methods for arithmetic aggregation of efficiency values.

3. State of the Art Review and Evaluation
The chapter aims at giving a comparative overview of previously performed research in the area
of energy efficiency of MTs and forming the basis identifying a research gap. First, test methods
for energy efficiency evaluation of MT are reviewed and evaluated. Second, key figures are
compiled from literature, classified and evaluated regarding their feasibility to quantify the energy
efficiency of MTs. Third, general research on analyzing and improving energy efficiency of MTs is
emphasized.

3.1. Review and Evaluation of Test Methods
Figure 17 illustrates the procedure of MT evaluation. A test method is specified, which
determines or at least influences the metering setup as well as the evaluation. The energyrelated improvement of MTs bases fundamentally on the application of metering devices for
power profiling of electrical energy consumption and measurement of other energy carriers such
as compressed air. Kara et al. [53] and Herrmann et al. [54] reviewed commercially available
metering devices against their feasibility for MT power profiling, in particular regarding the
monitored measurands, output resolutions, communication interfaces, and costs.
Test
method

Metering

Evaluation

Figure 17: Test, metering, and evaluation procedure.

Saidur [55] introduced a four-step approach towards enabling an incentive program for MTs.
First, a test method has to be defined. Second, the test method has to be standardized. Third,
an energy efficiency label based on reference values needs to be developed. Fourth, an
incentive program can be established. Hence, the development of a standardized test method is
mandatory for the energy efficiency labelling and market regulation using incentive programs
such as tax concessions or subsidies. Hence, test methods serve as cornerstone for
standardization, development an energy efficiency labelling system for MTs, and the launch an
incentive program. According to Weiss [56], Wegener et al. [57], and Schudeleit et al. [58], the
broad variety of test methods for energy efficiency evaluation of MT can be classified into
following test methods:
1. Reference part method: Measurement of energy consumption while manufacturing of a
reference part.
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2. Reference process method: Measurement of energy consumption while executing of a
reference process.
3. Specific energy consumption method: Measurement of energy consumption and
determination of the empirical correlation between energy consumption and geometric
variables.
4. Component performance method: Measurement of energy consumption and
component-wise determination of the empirical correlation between energy consumption
and load.
Frequently, a mixture of test methods can be observed due to overlapping (e.g. the reference
process method implies the manufacture of a reference part). The characteristics of the test
methods shall in the following be presented in more detail. Each particular method will be
explained including its drawbacks and benefits.

3.1.1. Reference Part Method
The reference part method is a quantiﬁcation method based on a predefined workpiece. The
power profile consumption during processing is metered and serves as comparative value for
evaluation purpose for MTs of the same type. The test workpiece imitates a standardized
manufacturing task in practice and defines the machine utilization. The stepwise procedure of
the reference part method is illustrated in Figure 18.

2

Manufacturing

Tool
Machine

3

Power profile

4

Evaluation

Energy share

Test part

Power

1

Time

State

Figure 18: Reference part method.

The manufactured part has to meet a certain speciﬁcation and has to be within a particular
tolerance. The precise geometry (before and after manufacturing) and material of the workpiece,
as well as the characteristics of the tool, must be speciﬁed in advance. Each test workpiece can
only be used for a particular type of MT (e.g. a test workpiece for turning machines and another
test workpiece for milling machines).
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The Japanese Standards Association (JSA) published the standard series JIS TS B 0024 [59-62]
on energy efficiency evaluation using test workpieces. The series suggests test workpieces for
various classes of MTs such as machining centers, numerically controlled turning machines and
turning centers, horizontal grinding wheel spindle and reciprocating table type surface grinding
machines, and cylindrical grinding machines. Figure 19 shows a test workpiece suggested in JIS
TS B 0024-1 [59] for numerically controlled milling machines and milling centers. The workpiece
is made of S45C steel and measures 120 mm x 120 mm x 50 mm. The test workpieces are used
to predefine the machine utilization by its load profile. The measurement result of manufacturing
the corresponding test workpiece including the standard machining cycle as an electric power
demand proﬁle is depicted in Figure 20. The suggested result quantification method puts
emphasis on the processing state, hardly considers the idle times, and neglects the standby
times of a MT in practice as well as the factory integration of the MT.

Figure 19: Test workpiece introduced by JIS TS B 0024-1 [59].

Figure 20: Measured example of power demand by application of JIS TS B 0024-1 [59].
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3.1.2. Reference Process Method
A reference process typically includes standby and idle times as well as time for processing in
order to replicate a realistic use scenario. It takes into account the impact of the production plan
on the machine utilization and therefore on the respective energy consumption. The energy
consumption of a MT is measured over a certain time span that exceeds the processing of a
single product. The reference process mainly focuses on the entire MT utilization including
downtimes (such as during weekends, lunch breaks, change of shift, etc.) rather than on a
specific workpiece. The stepwise procedure of the reference process method is illustrated in
Figure 21.

2

3

Manufacturing

Tool
Machine

Power profile

4

Evaluation

Energy share

Test part (s) and
schedule

Power

1

Schedule

Time

State

Figure 21: Reference process method.

Figure 22 depicts an exemplary reference process suggested by ISO/CD 14955-2 [36]. The
reference process is defined by a shift regime of 4 hours in off state, 4 hours in idle for
production state, and 16 hours of processing. Thus, the reference process method is a particular
test cycle, which is deﬁned in advance, and contains the predominant MT states such as off, idle
for operation and processing.

Power

Observation period

Time
Figure 22: Exemplary reference process adapted from ISO/CD 14955-2 [36].
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Thiede [63] defined power pattern dependent on states and state changes (transitions) in order
to simulate the power demand over time for a number of MTs. Kellens [64] used a similar
approach and developed a metric that takes into account the influence of a shift regime on the
total energy consumption. Kaufeld [65] defined a reference process and aggregates the energy
consumption within the different states to a key figure indicating the energy consumption of a MT
for the underlying reference process.

3.1.3. Specific Energy Consumption Method
The specific energy consumption method (SEC method) sets the energy consumption in relation
to a physical unit of production (e.g. mass, volume, surface, etc.) and determines empirical
correlation between both variables. One or more test parts are manufactured in order to cover all
operating points from minimum to maximum production rate. The MT is evaluated by
determination of an empirical formula that describes the correlation of the energy consumption
dependent on the production rate. The SEC method is the scientiﬁc approach to enable the
comparison of the energetic performance of different MTs for a defined physical unit of
production. It enables to determine the energy optimal operating point of a MT. The stepwise
procedure of the SEC method in order to evaluate the SEC dependent on the material removal
rate (MRR) is illustrated in Figure 23.
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Tool
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Test part(s)

Power, MRR

1

Time
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evol  C0 

C1
QMRR

MRR

Figure 23: SEC method.

Depending on the manufacturing process and on the product, another physical unit of production
can be beneficial due to its impact on the MT’s energy consumption. Exemplary manufacturing
processes and suitable physical units of production are listed in Table 4.
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Table 4: Exemplary manufacturing processes and physical units of production adapted from Erlach and
Westkämper [66].
Manufacturing processes according to

Exemplary manufacturing process

Exemplary physical unit of production

Primary shaping

molding

mass

Forming

bending

angle

milling, grinding

volume, mass, surface

Joining

welding

length

Coating

varnishing

surface

Material property changing

hardening

mass

DIN 8580 [23]

Separating

For separating processes the volume and mass are crucial physical units of production.
Generally, a hyperbolic correlation of SEC with increasing production rate can be observed. In
other words, the energy consumption of a MT rises slower than the production rate. Kara and Li
[67] expressed the volume SEC as

evol  C0 

C1
Qvol

(3.1)

whereas C0 and C1 represent machine-speciﬁc coefﬁcients and Qvol is referred to as MRR
(volume of material removed per time unit). Gutowski et al. [68] observed a similar correlation for
the total power used

P  P0  k Qm

(3.2)

with the idle power P0 , the rate of removed mass Qm and the machine specific constant k . The
mass SEC is obtained by

em 

P0
k
Qm

(3.3)

Hence, the energy optimal operating point can frequently be observed at maximum production
rate. Sealy et al. [69] compiled an extensive collection of approaches to quantify the SEC and
use the information to predict the energy consumption for a given process.
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3.1.4. Component Performance Method
MTs are composed of different components such as electric drives, mist collectors, hydraulic
systems, system cooling pumps, etc. The component performance method assesses the energy
efﬁciency of a MT by determining the efficiency of its main components. A comparison to another
MT with similar functional capabilities is enabled by comparison of the similar components. A
load profile is executed for each MT component in order to obtain a component power profile.
For a series of load profiles, a component’s energy consumption behavior can be mapped
multidimensionally by varying parameters such as feed rate, cutting depth, and rotational speed.
Similar components can be compared by their characteristic power curves. The efficiency
evaluation is based on the comparison of components and enables an assessment independent
of the manufacturing process, the tool or the workpiece. The step-by-step procedure of the
component performance method is illustrated in Figure 24.

No Load Speed Power
1

…

…

2

…

…

…

…

…

2

Testing

3

Power profile(s)

4
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C3: Cooling system

C2: Spindle
C1: Compressed air

Power

Test profile(s)

Power

1

Time

Load

Figure 24: Component performance method.

In literature, a variety of studies using the component performance method can be found.
Kellens [64] performed the performance method on MT level by investigating the correlation of
the laser cutting power and the required MT energy consumption. Draganescu et al. [70] and
Abele et al. [71] mapped the MT spindle efficiency respectively the power demand against
torque and rotational speed. Verl et al. [72] put emphasis on the impact of both the depth of cut
and the feed rate on the power intake of the MT spindle. Abele et al. [73] focused on the impact
of the volume flow at various pressure levels on the power demand of a cooling and lubrication
system. Narita et al. [74] investigated the correlation of spindle speed and CO2-equivalent for
high-speed milling.
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3.1.5. Comparative Overview of Test Methods
Figure 25 shows an overview of test methods for energy efficiency evaluation of MTs and their
role within the evaluation procedure. The selection of the test method determines the procedure
of data acquisition as well as the data basis. Whereas the power profile of a single process is
metered and recorded for the reference part and the reference process method, the SEC
method and the component performance method require a series of processes in order to
determine characteristic curves and maps, respectively. The efficiency evaluation is carried out
dependent on the data basis. The reference process and the reference part method are due to
practical relevance and the lower assessment effort favored during the MT use phase. The
component performance and SEC method provide a universal, in-depth analysis of the MT and
are appropriate for the MT design.

Data basis

Efficiency evaluation (single key figures, key figure systems)
Characteristic
curves / maps

Characteristic
curve

Series of processes

Power profile

Single process

Test method

Data acquisition (metering/simulation)

Component
performance

Specific energy
consumption

Focus on machine tool design
(machine tool builder)

Reference
process

Reference part

Focus on machine tool use
(machine tool buyer)

Figure 25: Overview of test methods for energy efficiency evaluation of MTs.

The four presented alternatives for testing the energy efficiency of MTs enable different
advantages and comparison options. The alternatives are compared using qualitative criteria.
Table 5 lists a comparative overview of the beforehand described energy efficiency test methods
according to Schudeleit et al. [58].
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Table 5: Comparative overview of test methods based on Schudeleit et al. [58].
Reference process

Reference part method

Time required

Low

Medium

Medium-high

High

Simplicity of the test method

Low complexity

Low complexity

Medium complexity

High complexity

Comparison of MTs

Yes, with very large

Yes, with larger

Yes, with few

Yes, on component level

restrictions

restrictions

restrictions

No

No

Partly

Yes

Yes, with larger

No

Independence of workpiece

SEC method

Component performance

Criterion

method

method

and tool
Imitation of a realistic use

Yes, with few restrictions Yes

scenario

restrictions

Implementation in the design No, mainly use phase

No, mainly use phase

Yes

Yes

Yes, all

No, only processing

No, only indirectly

stage
Evaluation of main operating Partly, processing and
states

idle

All test methods have their own advantages and disadvantages dependent on the scope of the
energy efficiency analysis. The remarkable characteristics are therefore outlined without
judgement. The effort and complexity for the power profile measurements range from low
(reference part method) to medium (SEC method and reference process method) up to high
(component performance method). While the reference part method and the reference process
method require the metering of a single process over time to achieve a power profile, the SEC
method and the component performance method necessitate recording of a series of processes
in order to create characteristic curves or maps, respectively. The comparison of different MTs is
enabled with strong restrictions (e.g. manufacturability of the same workpiece, the same physical
unit of production or similar components) on the reference part and the reference process
method. The SEC method and component performance method enable the MT comparison with
minor restrictions. In contrast to the reference part method and the reference process method,
the SEC method does not require a geometrically predefined workpiece. For the component
performance method even the material does not need to be defined. It is the only method that
does not require a tool with predefined geometry, predefined adjustments, and predefined
material. Both the reference part method and the reference process method reflect a realistic
use scenario, but in contrast to the SEC method and the component performance method, are
not feasible for application in MT design development. Processing and idle state are included in
all test methods, whereas the SEC method does not distinguish between the states in which the
physical unit of production equals zero (i.e., off, standby, and idle state). The reference process
directly considers the non-operating states (off, standby, and idle state).
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In conclusion, each method has its particular advantages and disadvantages for application in
practice. Weiss [56] highlights both the variety of workpieces manufactured on a MT and the
different utilization of the MT dependent on the industrial application as reasons for why no
consensus has been found regarding an unified test piece or method. For the design of an
energy efficient MT for versatile application focus, the component performance method is,
according to Schudeleit et al. [58], the most meaningful one due to its independency on
workpiece and tool.
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3.2. Review and Evaluation of Key Figures
In the following, typical key figures to quantify the energy efficiency of MTs are reviewed and
evaluated. Key figures derived from literature are assigned to one of the key figure types
introduced in chapter 2.5. In order to assess the key figures’ suitability to express the MT
efficiency, each key figure is checked against the three sustainability strategies as distinguished
by Schaltegger et al. [4] in order to foster on environmental improvements in the context of
sustainability:
1. Efficiency: Optimization of the transformation procedure in order to minimize the
waste of energy (e.g. improve efficiency of an engine). Improvement of the conversion
efficiency (e.g. run electric components at the highest point of efficiency).
2. Sufficiency: Minimization of energy losses due to frugality of the system itself (e.g.
engine shutdown in standby). Requirement-based dimensioning and need-based
utilization/control (e.g. control of the cooling fluid volume flow).
3. Consistency: Reduction of the energy losses by selection of the optimal system (e.g.
water cooling instead of air cooling). Selection of the best technology in order to
accomplish the task considering both effectiveness and boundary conditions (e.g. legal
restrictions or energy efficiency limits of the technological standard such as technically
available or economically feasible).
In summary, sustainability improvements can be made by selecting the optimal system that is
only used when needed and runs at the highest point of efficiency. The sustainability strategies
applied to MTs consist of selecting the optimal set of components that are only used when
needed and exactly to the degree they are needed.

3.2.1. Single Key Figures
MT builders are system integrators who combine self-made and purchased components to the
final MT. Using efficient components (e.g. highly efficient drives) does not ensure the needbased utilization (e.g. operation of a cooling pump only when and to the exact degree it is
needed), and vice versa. Patterson et al. [75], Bunse et al. [50], Bogdanski et al. [76], ISO/DIS
50006 [51], International Energy Agency [77], VDI 4070 [78], Global Reporting Initiative [52], ISO
14031 [79], and Zhou et al. [80] collected a great number of sustainability-related indicators,
which are summarized, sorted by their key figure type according to Preißler [49], and evaluated
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against the three improvement strategies stated above. The review results are listed in Table 6,
where the filled circle (●) indicates fulfillment and the empty cycle (○) indicates non-fulfillment of
the respective improvement strategy.
Table 6: Evaluation of energy efficiency indicators.

Key figure type

Energy efficiency
indicator class

Symbol and formula example

Efficiency

Consistency

Sufficiency

○

○

○

Single values

Absolute amount of
energy (in a time span)

E2015  Einput ,2015

Sums

Total amount of energy
(in a time span)

Etot ,2015   Ei ,2015

○

○

○

Energy saving (in a time
span)

E20142015  E2014  E2015

○

○

○

T

Mean power demand

1
P   P(t )dt
T 0

○

○

○

●

○

○

●

○

○

●

○

○

●

○

○

○

○

●

●

○

●

●

●

○

Differences

Mean values

Relationship values

Energy intensity

n

i 1

eEI 

Einput

Einput



Pinput



Pinput

em 

n pcs

m

Qm

SEC

evol 

Proportions

Index values
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Einput
V

Qvol

Qoutput

Energy efficiency ratio



Energy conversion
efficiency

conv 

Eoutput

Value adding energy
share

VAES 

Einput ,VA

Value adding energy
efficiency

VAEE 

Eoutput ,VA

Energy efficiency index

Pinput

Einput

Einput ,tot

Einput ,tot

EEI 

Eref
Eact

Efficiency analysis of components is considered to be state of the art and can be quantified by
relationship values, proportions, and index values. The proportional indicator ‘value adding
energy share’ possesses the sufficiency property. The consistency attribute is only covered by
the index value ‘energy efficiency index’. All in all, it can be deduced that none of the single key
figures comprises all characteristics of the three improvement strategies. However, this is
necessary in order to take into account all possible types of energy losses. Hence, an open
issue is derived in the field of combining efficiency, consistency, and sufficiency as measures for
the need-based utilization and dimensioning of efficient components.

3.2.2. Key Figure Systems
In combination with an aggregation method, the key figures become a key figure system referred
to as metric. Key figure systems combine characteristics of all single key figures that are
aggregated. Since logical key figure systems conglomerate single key figures without
mathematical linking, the review focus is limited to arithmetic systems either in pure form or
embedded in a hybrid system. Kuhrke [81] and Thiede [63] developed metrics to estimate the
electrical energy consumption of a MT dependent on the MT utilization over time. A similar
approach has been chosen by Mori et al. [82], who investigated the impact of process
parameters on the energy consumption and the SEC for the cases of drilling, face/end milling,
and deep hole machining. Duflou et al. [83] proposed a metric to calculate the SEC for laser
cutting, bending, injection molding, and selective laser sintering dependent on the MT utilization
over time. Guo et al. [84] investigated the impact of the cutting speed and feed on the SEC. The
model also distinguishes the SEC caused by the value adding variable power demand and the
non-value adding constant power demand. Branham et al. [85] and Gutowski et al. [68, 86] used
the first and second law of thermodynamics to quantitatively describe manufacturing systems
and illustrated the calculation of the “degree of perfection” as popularized by Szargut et al. [87].
Similarly, Renaldi et al. [88, 89] investigated the different parts of exergy loss within a system
and distinguished three exergy efficiency indicators (degree of perfection according Szargut et
al. [87], the utilizable exergy coefficient, the efficiency of removal according to Branham et al.
[85]). Zein [45] determined performance limits of MTs such as the technical efficiencies of a
number of grinding machines. ElMaraghy et al. [90] used the same concept and proposed a
metric to analyze and benchmark the energy efficiency of manufacturing lines using efficiency
values and relating them to benchmark values. Stark et al. [91] developed an energy efficiency
factor taking into account two indices for base load reference and processing load reference,
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respectively, which aim at making MTs comparable. Giacone and Mancò [92] use the energy
consumption, the SEC and the useful energy efficiency in order to analyze the energy efficiency
of industrial processes in correlation with the production rate mathematically. Schlosser et al.
[93] developed a calculation procedure to estimate the energy consumption per part based on a
process measurement and summing the direct energy consumed by the main MT functions and
the indirect energy consumed by the peripherals. Kellens [64] and Kaufeld [65] defined an
energy efficiency metric based on a predefined and a non-predefined reference process,
respectively. Rajemi et al. [94] carried out an optimization to find the cutting parameters that lead
to the minimum MTs energy consumption. Narita et al. [74, 95] as well as Desmira et al. [96]
developed metrics to estimate the environmental burden of MT operation. Cao et al. [97]
developed a metric for calculating the carbon efﬁciency of a MT over its life-cycle. Gontarz et al.
[98] developed an indicator in order to evaluate the potential of retrofitting a component.
Kuznetsow et al. [99] developed a metric to evaluate and compare the energy efficiency of
technological processes considering efficiency, productivity and accuracy. The metric addresses
efficiency as well as consistency aspects. The review results are listed in Table 7.
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Table 7: Comparative overview of key figure systems.
Source

Type of Key Figure System

Kuhrke [81], Thiede [63], Mori arithmetic systems of single values, sums, mean
et al. [82]

Duflou et al. [83]

Guo et al. [84]

Branham et al. [85], Gutowski
et al. [68, 86], Renaldi et al.
[88, 89]
Zein [45], ElMaraghy et al.
[92]

Stark et al. [91]

Giacone and Mancò [92]

Schlosser et al. [93]

Kellens [64], Kaufeld [65]

Rajemi et al. [94]

values, relationship values, and proportions
arithmetic system of single values, sums, differences,
relationship values, and proportions
arithmetic system of single values, sums, and
relationship values

arithmetic systems of single values, sums, differences,
relationship values, proportions, and index values
arithmetic systems of single values, sums, differences,
mean values, relationship values, proportions, and

Cao et al. [97]

Gontarz et al. [98]

Kuznetsow et al. [99]

Consistency

Sufficiency

●

○

○

●

○

○

●

○

○

●

●

○

●

●

○

●

●

○

●

○

●

●

○

○

●

○

○

●

○

●

●

○

○

●

○

○

●

○

●

●

●

○

index values
arithmetic system of single values, sums, differences,
proportions, and index values
arithmetic system of single values, sums, differences,
mean values, relationship values, and proportions
arithmetic system of single values, sums, mean values,
relationship values, and proportions
arithmetic systems of single values, sums, mean
values, and relationship values
arithmetic system of single values, sums, differences,
relationship values and proportions

Narita et al. [74, 95], Desmira arithmetic systems of single values, sums, differences,
et al. [96]

Efficiency

relationship values, and proportions
arithmetic system of single values, sums, differences,
relationship values, and proportions
arithmetic system of single values, sums, differences,
and proportions
arithmetic system of single value, sums, proportions,
and index values
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The literature review of key figure systems reveals that an efficiency measure is included by all
metrics presented in research papers. About half of the research papers include either a
consistency or sufficiency measure in their metrics. None of the reviewed metrics combine all
sustainability measures, which are necessary to quantify the entire improvement potential.
Hence, there is a gap in research in the field of combining efficiency, sufficiency, and
consistency. The performance indicators feasible to quantify efficiency, sufficiency, and
consistency are relationship values, proportions, and index values, which cannot easily be
aggregated by summing. None of the approaches shows how to aggregate the energy efficiency
of components to MT level and beyond.

3.3. Review and Evaluation on Enhancing Energy Efficiency of Machine Tools
Enhancing energy efficiency aims at taking into account all influencing factors in order to reduce
the MTs energy consumption during the use phase. Beyond the use phase itself, the MT design
phase and the MT configuration have an effect on the MTs energy consumption during the
usage. The energy consumption of MTs during their use phase can be influenced by the MT
design and the configuration as well as the use itself. The knowledge about the MT use and the
ability to modify the MT for enhanced energy efficiency strongly depend on the life cycle
perspective. This interconnection is illustrated in Figure 26.

Knowledge about utilization
and factory integration

Ability to act

Design

Configuration

Use

Figure 26: Schematic relationship of ability to act and knowledge depending on the action phase.

The ability to influence the energy efficiency of a MT, which is prominent in the design phase,
decreases during the configuration due to the compilation of the MT components according to
the users’ needs and are relatively low during the use phase. In contrast to that, the knowledge
about the MT use increases from the design phase up to the use phase due to increasing data
availability. The design phase is the counterpart to the use phase because of the modest data
basis and the maximal ability to act. The design phase is referred to as phase that comprises all
phases before the customer specification process (configuration) and thus the planning,
conceptual design, detailed design and testing phase according to ISO/TR 14062 [100].
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A balance between ability to act and knowledge of use can be found in the configuration phase,
which allows tailoring products such as MTs according to customers’ needs and is mostly
realized by a modular structure. Configuration is the compilation of a set of predefined modules,
taking into account restrictions for assembly [101]. Among other things, the configuration of MTs
implies the selection of tool functionalities and their dimension, which are both critical to the
energy efficient use of MTs. Configuration is part of the mass-customization movement,
popularized by Pine [102], which is stated by Salvador et al. [103] and Ehrlenspiel et al. [104] as
an approach that satisfies an increasing demand for customized products, while keeping costs to
a minimum. The mass-customization demands for flexible manufacturing systems; configuration
is one aspect of flexibility. The configuration aims at clarifying the customer requirements (gain in
knowledge about the MT utilization and integration) and meeting these requirements best
possibly within the range of possibility given by the MT modularization (drop of ability to act).
Knowledge gained from previous configuration activities and investigation of the use phase can
be applied to future MT design and configuration activities.
All in all, each phase has its challenges. The design phase allows a great ability to impact the
structure as well as functionalities of the MT. The configuration phase offers a compromise
between the ability to act and the information about the MT use due to the MT builders’ flexibility
to select modules and the buyers’ knowledge about the planned MT utilization. The use phase
allows a detailed investigation of the MT’s utilization and integration into the factory environment.
Research on the action phases design, configuration, and use is presented in the following.
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3.3.1. Energy Efficiency of Machine Tools in Design Phase
The application of a MT is versatile and making assumptions about the typical utilization of a MT
is challenging. In the design stage, information on the MT utilization is mostly estimated and
therefore insufficient in accuracy and detail. Diaz et al. [105] created an approach to estimate the
power demand of non-controlled MT components during design phase in order to minimize the
constant power demand of the MT. Seow and Rahimifard [106] presented a comprehensive
review of approaches to integrate energy aspects into the design phase. ISO 14955-1 [34] states
fields of action for integrating energy efficiency into the design process. Approaches such as
Eco-Design and Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) put holistic, life cycle oriented design into
practice. These approaches benefit from a high level of flexibility during the design phase, e.g.
by embedding eco-design guidelines into the design process, and are based on predictive
assumptions due to the limited information basis. DIN EN ISO 14044 [107] describes LCA as an
approach to quantify the environmental footprint of a product over its entire life cycle, from raw
materials to disposal or recycling as environmental measure, e.g. as CO 2-equivalent. The
uncertainty for estimating the use phase is highest for products with dominating use phase and
versatile application, such as MTs. Among others, Chen et al. [108], Diaz et al. [109], and
Kellens et al. [110, 111] applied LCA to MTs. In all cases, assumptions about the dominant use
phase had to be made, hazarding the consequences of uncertainty. On the basis of these
approaches, a MT can be optimized for a defined product and manufacturing process. However,
the optimization of the MT design in general, e.g. using universal metrics for the design
evaluation regarding energy efficiency, has not been considered.

3.3.2. Energy Efficiency of Machine Tools in Configuration Phase
Configuration enables to customize the MT with its components to the individual needs of the MT
buyer and requires a modular design kit for realization. Two basic types of configuration
approaches according to the customer perception shall be distinguished: preference-oriented
and need-oriented decision-making.
 Preference-oriented: The MT builder provides all information needed to define a set of
MT components units, taking into account interfaces, limitations, component descriptions
and other supportive information. The customer chooses between a set of options based
on subjective perception, experiences, values and views. A car configurator is an example
for a mainly preference-oriented configurator.
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 Need-oriented: The MT builder inquires objective customer needs in order to configure
the most suitable MT using a defined set of components with their interfaces and limitation.
The MT builder intends to predict the future use as accurately as possible (including a
change of products produced, resale, etc.) based on customer information. The
configuration of an elevator is an example for a mainly need-oriented configuration.
In order to tailor MTs according to customers’ needs and preferences, a configuration procedure
ought to combine both configuration types timely decoupled, as illustrated in Figure 27.
Configuration procedure

Objective
(compulsory
requirements)

Strategies

Functionalities,
dimensioning, integration,
utilization, costs

Filtering and adaption

Needs (objective)
Customer

Subjective
(optional
requirements)

Feasible machines

Appearance of the
machine, brand, etc.

Evaluation and selection

Preferences (subjective)

Selected MT

Figure 27: Ideal configuration procedure.

A MT shall objectively be configured by taking into account its functionalities (e.g. five axis
machining), the dimension of components (e.g. exhaust air system), the integration into the
factory environment (e.g. local versus external compressed air supply), the utilization (e.g. job
shop production), and costs. Objective customers’ needs are used to identify the most feasible
MT type and configure the MT according to the specification as well as filtering and adaption
techniques based on machine builder experiences. The outcome of the objective part of the
procedure is a MT matched to the customers’ needs and feasible to fulfill the specified
requirements. The preference-oriented part puts emphasize on the marketing side and considers
aspects that are not related to the machine use, but favored by the customer (e.g. color of the
machine housing). In order to foster on energy efficiency, decisions on aspects that are relevant
to the energy consumption shall be drawn as need-oriented (objective) as possible.
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Schmitt et al. [112] underline the importance of need-oriented dimensioning to foster on energy
efficiency in production and indicate over-dimensioning as a limiting factor for optimization
activities. Brecher et al. [113, 114] see poor information about the actual energetic needs before
MT purchase as reason for the occurring over-dimensioning of MTs in practice. Schäfer [115]
states that a total safety margin of 1.3 to 2 is fully sufficient to ensure all theoretically possible
load conditions of a MT. However, this safety factor is taken into consideration more than once
and thus accumulated, which might lead to components twice as large as actually necessary
and result in efficiency losses of up to 50%. Abele et al. [116] came to the same result of about
50% energy saving potential of an entire MT due to configuration.
Approaches to reduce over-dimensioning of MT components are presented in literature, e.g. for
pneumatic components [117], drives of auxiliary components [118], or the spindle drive gearbox
design [119], but not for the complete MT. Case studies conducted by Schischke et al. [30] show
that the optimization of single components or modules is less effective to increase the energy
efficiency of MTs than a need-based matching of the entire system. Beyond the need-oriented
dimensioning, further improvements are to be expected by the reduction of standby losses of
MTs through implementation of functionalities to control auxiliary components such as exhaust
air extraction, compressed air use, and coolant supply. Gontarz et al. [120] presented a four-step
approach, which contains the main required steps from data acquisition using a multichannel
power metering system (1) towards the modular design kit system for energy intensive
components (4), as depicted in Figure 28. The experience gained from acquired and evaluated
power data is used to create standards that can be applied in the MT optimization procedure.
Proven optimization decisions are then comprised in a configuration logic (3), which represents a
set of component combinations in order to configure a MT based on best practice experiences.
The highest stage can be achieved by taking into account the configuration logic in the product
design phase in order to develop a modular design kit system for energy intensive components.
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Machine optimization procedure

Multichannel power metering system
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machine tools
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Figure 28: Four-step approach towards energy efficiency optimization through MT configuration according to
Gontarz et al. [120].

At present, the configuration of MTs is based on the selection of possible process characteristics
such as rated speed or maximum torque as well as main functionalities as five-axis machining.
The key to allow the MT builder to foster energy efficiency in configuration phase is to investigate
the machining process, the machine utilization, and the production environment. The knowledge
about the intended application of the MT can be integrated into the configuration procedure on
top of the traditional decision variables and serve to improve the MT design in the long term.

3.3.3. Energy Efficiency of Machine Tools in Use Phase
Gutowski et al. [121] stated the component level as the required level of detail for investigation of
the energy efficiency of MTs and for development of appropriate improvement measures.
Gontarz et al. [122] addressed this identified need for detailed investigation by development of a
multichannel metering device allowing power profiling on component level in order to enable an
in-depth investigation of machine components.
Desmira et al. [96] introduced a mathematical approach to determine the environmental burden
caused by the electric consumption conditional upon the cutting conditions for the case of highspeed milling. Liu et al. [123] set up power demand models of MTs and used them to simulate
the energy consumption of a manufacturing system depending on the production schedule.
Thiede [63], Schlechtendahl et al. [124], Mousavi et al. [125], and Yan et al. [126] developed
state models of MTs that can be linked to a production line capable of estimating a factory’s
expectable power profile based on a production schedule. Beck et al. [127] made an approach to
take into account the heat flow to the air conditioning system, which removes the dissipated heat
from the factory, but did not consider the resulting power demand.
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Abele et al. [128] carried out an ABC-analysis in order to identify the typical energy critical
components of MTs. The topic of energy efficiency improvement measures for MTs is wellcovered inter alia by an axiomatic approach by Zein et al. [42], a sustainability strategy
framework by Herrmann [129], the machine parameter optimization by Diaz et al. [130], the
improvement measure categories by Kellens [64], and a comprehensive collection of
improvement measures listed in ISO 14955-1 [34]. Improvement measures on installed MT level
generally require technological modifications. Züst et al. [131] have shown that technological
modifications during MT use mostly do not pay off for a considerable period of time. Thus, the
industrial implementation of such measures is prevented and the identified improvement
potential cannot be exploited.

3.3.4. Evaluation of Existing Approaches
A state of the art review of existing approaches to foster on energy efficiency of MTs enables the
identification of a research gap. In order to gain a comprehensive overview of the state of
research in energy efficiency evaluation of MTs, the previously presented research is compared
using assessment criteria (completeness criteria are aimed to be fulfilled and characterization
criteria help classifying the work). In order to foster on energy efficiency of MTs holistically, the
following four assessment criteria are chosen:


Completeness criterion “Level of evaluation” (component, MT, IMT): The degree
of data aggregation predefines the achievable depth of analysis for deriving
improvement measures. Data acquired on component level can be aggregated to
higher level such as the MT level or IMT level. Due to data loss, a reverse action
(disaggregation) is impossible.



Completeness criterion “Operating states” (off, standby, idle, processing): A
MT can be in different operational states. In each state another combination of
components is turned on or operating. Main operational machine states are the off
state, standby state, idle state, and processing state. The investigation by operational
states is determined in the ISO 14955-1 [34] as mandatory for a MT energy efficiency
assessment.



Characterization criterion “Test method” (reference part, reference process,
SEC, component performance): The energy consumption of a MT is impacted by
the utilization and the manufacturing environment. A MT is designed for an extensive
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set of utilization cases determined by the manufacturing process and the product to
be manufactured. Various test methods have been developed to emulate realistic use
scenarios (reference part, reference process) to ensure the comparability of different
use scenarios (specific energy consumption) or different MTs (component
performance). Each test method has its own advantages and disadvantages. The test
method (also referred to as type of result quantification) describes the procedure and
boundaries that are used for the performance test.


Characterization criterion “Life cycle perspective” (design, configuration, use):
As the major share of energy consumption and therefore the environmental
contribution of a MT is dominated by its use phase, the previous phases as well as
the use phase enable implementation of improvement measures. Each of the phases
is important in order to exploit the energy saving potentials holistically and past
research can be classified according to its life cycle perspective.

Table 8 assesses the approaches to foster on energy efficiency against the before presented
criteria in a comparative manner. The dominating research focus lies on the analysis on MT
level, rather than on simultaneously investigating the interrelation of components, the MT, and
the factory. The main operating states of a MT are clearly covered by research with great focus
on the processing. The comparative overview of approaches to foster on energy efficiency
reveals that the use phase is the primarily considered life cycle phase. Although comprehensive
research has been carried out in the field of optimizing MTs during their use phase, a gap can be
observed between the identified improvement measures in use phase and the ones being
economically feasible for implementation. To address this issue, novel design procedures,
guidelines, tools, etc. have been developed in order to integrate energy efficiency of MTs to the
design phase. Existing approaches lack validity due to limited data availability about future use.
The configuration phase finds a compromise to address the shortcomings of existing solutions.
Even though configuration is forecasted by the United States National Research Council [132] to
be one out of six key competitive factors in manufacturing, the configuration of MTs is frequently
neglected and its importance for energy efficiency optimization is underestimated. However, a
research gap cannot be identified for this phase. Similarly, the more use-oriented test methods
(reference part method and reference process method) are more frequently addressed by
literature than the more design-oriented methods (SEC method and component performance
method). A combination focusing on the evaluation from component to IMT level, covering all
operating states could not been found in literature.
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Table 8: Comparative overview of approaches to foster on energy efficiency.
Completeness criteria

Source

Characterization criteria

Configuration

Use

Reference Part

○

○

●

●

●

○

●

●

○

○

○

Seow and Rahimifard [106]

○

●

●

○

○

●

●

●

○

○

●

○

○

○

ISO 14955-1 [34]

●

●

○

●

●

●

●

●

○

●

○

●

○

○

DIN EN ISO 14044 [107]

○

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

○

●

○

●

○

○

Chen et al. [108]

○

●

○

○

○

●

●

●

○

●

●

○

○

○

Diaz et al. [109]

○

●

○

○

○

●

●

●

○

●

●

○

○

○

Kellens et al. [110, 111]

○

●

○

○

○

●

●

●

○

●

●

○

○

○

Schmitt et al. [112]

●

●

○

●

●

●

●

○

○

●

○

●

○

○

Brecher et al. [113, 114]

○

●

○

●

●

●

●

○

○

●

○

●

○

○

Schäfer [115]

●

○

○

○

○

○

●

○

●

○

○

○

○

●

Abele et al. [116]

●

●

○

○

●

●

●

○

●

●

○

○

○

●

Harris et al. [117]

●

○

○

○

○

○

●

○

○

●

○

○

○

●

Riemer et al. [118]

●

○

○

○

○

○

●

○

○

●

○

○

○

●

Salgado and Alonso [119]

●

○

○

○

○

○

●

○

○

●

○

○

○

●

Schischke et al. [30]

●

●

○

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

○

●

○

○

Performance

Design

○

Component

Processing

●

SEC

Idle

●

Process

Standby

Diaz et al. [105]

● fulfilled

Reference

○ not fulfilled

Off

Test method

IMT

Life cycle perspective

MT

Operating states

Component

Level of evaluation

Table 8: Comparative overview of approaches to foster on energy efficiency (continuation).
Completeness criteria

Source

Configuration

Use

Reference Part

○

○

○

●

○

●

●

●

○

○

○

Gutowski et al. [121]

●

●

○

○

○

○

●

○

○

●

●

○

○

○

Gontarz et al. [122]

●

●

○

○

○

●

●

○

○

●

○

●

○

○

Desmira et al. [96]

●

●

○

○

○

●

●

○

○

●

○

○

●

○

Liu et al. [123]

○

●

○

●

●

●

●

○

○

●

○

●

○

○

Thiede [63]

○

●

●

●

●

●

●

○

○

●

●

○

○

○

Schlechtendahl et al. [124]

○

●

○

●

●

●

●

○

○

●

○

●

○

○

Mousavi et al. [125]

○

●

●

●

●

●

●

○

○

●

○

●

○

○

Yan et al. [126]

○

●

○

●

●

●

●

○

○

●

○

●

○

○

Beck et al. [127]

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

○

○

●

●

○

○

○

Abele et al. [128]

●

○

○

○

○

●

○

○

○

●

○

○

○

●

Zein et al. [42]

○

●

○

○

○

●

●

●

○

●

○

●

○

○

Herrmann [129]

○

●

●

○

○

○

○

●

○

●

○

○

○

○

Diaz et al. [130]

○

●

○

○

○

○

●

○

○

●

○

○

●

○

Kellens [64]

○

●

○

●

●

●

●

●

○

●

○

●

●

○

Züst et al. [131]

●

●

○

●

●

●

●

○

○

●

○

●

○

○

Gontarz et al. [133]

●

●

○

●

●

●

●

●

○

●

○

●

○

○

Performance

Design

○

Component

Processing

●

SEC

Idle

●

○ not fulfilled

Process

Standby

Gontarz et al. [120]

● fulfilled

Reference

Off

Test method

IMT

Life cycle perspective

MT

Operating states

Component

Level of evaluation

Characterization criteria
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4. Research Gap, Objectives and Thesis Structure
4.1. Research Gap
The review of key figures and key figure systems revealed that research lacks a metric
combining efficiency, consistency, and sufficiency as measures for the need-based utilization /
dimensioning of efficient components and enabling their aggregation from MT component level
to IMT level. The technical implementation requires a metric to quantify the energetic
performance of an IMT. The following key findings are derived from the state of the art review
and evaluation:


The component performance method is identified (compare Chapter 3.1.5) as most
feasible method for the evaluating the design of a MT regarding energy efficiency.
Most publications apply the reference part method, the reference process method, or
the SEC method. The component based approach is hardly researched, but should
build the backbone of the metric developed in this thesis.



A significant lack of quantifying sufficiency and consistency in energy efficiency
performance metrics is identified. Most publications use only efficiency as
improvement strategy to quantify the energetic performance. None of the analyzed
metrics quantifies all three types of improvement strategies for energy efficiency
enhancement.



Most publications focus on analysis and improvements during use phase. A smaller
number of publications consider design and configuration as means to foster on
energy efficiency. However, no lack of integration of energy efficiency into the
configuration phase can be observed.



Most publications address all main operating machine states. No lack of research can
be observed in this field.



A lack of approaches that perform investigations on IMT level as well as on the
combination of all three previously presented levels can be observed. None of the
reviewed publications shows a comprehensive evaluation comprising the energy
efficiency of the components, the resulting energy efficiency of the MT, and the
resulting energy efficiency of the IMT.
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4.2. Objectives
This thesis aims at filling the research gap by developing a metric to foster on MTs’ energy
efficiency holistically. Following objectives (O) shall be met by the developed metric:


O1: Include the domains efficiency, consistency, and sufficiency in the energy
efficiency quantification.



O2: Enable applicability to subsystems level, such as MT component and the TBS
component level.



O3: Enable aggregability to system level, such as MT and IMT level.



O4: Enable identifying the subsystems with the highest improvement potential for the
entire system.

The application of the metric in practice should serve as proof of concept. The metric with these
characteristics shall serve as preparatory work for the development of a not yet defined energy
efficiency rating system for MTs and may contribute to the further development of the ISO 14955
series. The thesis framework, highlighting the interrelations of the building, is illustrated in Figure
29. The IMT (1) needs to be assessed based on the sustainability strategies (2) efficiency,
consistency, and sufficiency using a metric (3). The gained results of the metric application can
then by applied to the life cycle phases (4) design, configuration, and use.

4

Life cycle phases
Design

Configuration

1

Use

Factory-integrated MT

Factory
environment

Technical
building
service
Machine
tool

3
2

Metric

Sustainability strategies
Efficiency

Consistency

Sufficiency

Figure 29: Thesis framework consisting of the IMT (1), the sustainability strategies (2), the metric (3), and
the life cycle phases (4).
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4.3. Thesis Structure
The approach for the proposed research topic can be divided into seven phases, illustrated in
Figure 30. The topic of sustainable manufacturing is first introduced. Based on the definition of
sustainable development, the concept of the three pillars approach to foster on such
development is explained. This leads to the major strategies to achieve improvements in the
context of sustainability that provide the backbone for the metric development. The theoretical
background research contains fundamental information about current regulations and standards
as well as the terminology and the physical fundamentals for this thesis. Moreover, basics of
energy efficiency in manufacturing are summarized. The theoretical background ends with the
introduction of key figure types and the basics methods to aggregate efficiency values. Existing
work in energy efficiency evaluation of MTs is reviewed and evaluated in order to identify a
research gap and deduce the thesis objectives.
1

Introduction

2

Theoretical Background

3

State of the Art

4

Research Gap and Objectives

5

Metric Development

6

Metric Application

7

Discussion, Conclusion, and Outlook
Figure 30: Thesis structure.

A metric for MT energy efficiency assessment is developed in three steps. First, a model for
quantifying the power demand of an IMT is proposed. Second, a metric is developed, which
comprises the sustainability strategies sufficiency, efficiency, and consistency. Third, the metric is
specified for application to the IMT model. The concept is applied in practice for a grinding
machine Rollomatic 628 XS located in the IWF-lab at ETH Zurich. Finally, the thesis results are
critically discussed, conclusions are drawn, and future research perspectives are outlined.
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5. Metric Development
First, a model for quantification of the electrical power demand of a IMT is developed based on
Schudeleit et al. [47]. Second, a metric concept is developed to quantify the energy efficiency
with respect to the need-based utilization (sufficiency) and the possible degree of efficiency
(consistency) according to Schudeleit et al. [48]. Third, the metric concept is applied to the MT
components, the entire MT, and the TBS components in order to enable the total energy
efficiency quantification of the IMT. Fourth, the possible impact of energy efficiency
improvements on the total savings of primary energy is shown.

5.1. Model Development
The power demand of the MT (direct power demand) and associated power demand of the TBS
due to MT operation (indirect power demand) need to be taken into account. The total electrical
power consumption caused by the IMT is derived by

PEC  IMT  PI  PII  PIII  PIV  PEC MT  PEC TBS MT

(5.1)

with the electric power consumption of the MT PI  PEC  MT and the electrical power share of the
TBS to operate the MT PEC TBS  MT  PII  PIII  PIV . The roman indices refer to the types of
energy exchange defined by ISO/CD 14955-2 [36]. The MT is subdivided into MT components,
which collectively contribute to the power demand of the MT. The TBS components are modeled
likewise. Finally, the TBS component models are linked to the MT model in order to obtain the
IMT model.

5.1.1. Electrical Power Demand of a Machine Tool
The MT power profile is created by the superposition of the MT component power profiles. When
the component state is changed, a transition period is passed through, in which electric power
peaks occur, as depicted in Figure 31. Each power peak leads to an increase in power demand
and hence a higher energy consumption. If the transition period Ttns is small compared to the
steady period Tstdy , transient states in power demand can be neglected, leading to
t

P  P stdy

1 3

P  t  dt
t3  t2 t2

(5.2)
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Figure 31: Electric power peaks due to state transition.

According to Schudeleit et al. [134], each MT component’s power demand behavior can be
assigned to one of three characteristic power profile classes as illustrated in Figure 32 and
described below: constant power consumers, cyclic power consumer, and variable power
consumers.
1

Constant power consumer

2

Cyclic power consumer

3

Variable power consumer

speed

Figure 32: Characterization of power consumers: constant (1), cyclic (2), and variable (3).

Components are classified as constant power consumers (1), if their power demand remains at
a constant level within each component state. The consumer is switched on at the time t1 until
the observation ends at the time t2 . An ideal constant consumer is modelled by Pcnst .
Components are classified as cyclic power consumers (2), if their power level depends on the
component state and/or the time, but not on the load. The cyclic power consumer type is turned
on and off periodically, e.g. by the machine control unit. The cyclic power consumer type can be
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modelled by four values, whereas transient behavior is neglected. The component power
demand switches to the upper power state Phigh at time t1 and remains constant for the time
period Thigh until the power demand is switched to the lower state Plow at time t2 . The power
demand remains there for the time period Tlow until the entire pattern repeats at the time t3 .
Similar to the constant power consumer, transient states are neglected for the same reason. The
average power of a cyclic consumer is derived by

Pcycl

Thigh  Phigh  Tlow  Plow
Thigh  Tlow

(5.3)

Since the time periods in upper and lower state might vary, an observation of more than one
cycle is recommended. In this case, the average power of cyclic consumer is derived by the
average value of multiple cycles.
Components are classified as variable power consumers (3), if their power demand depends on
the manufacturing process represented by a speed variable (e.g. velocity, rotational speed,
volume flow) and load variable (e.g. force, torque, pressure). Hence, variable power demand
behavior can only be observed during processing. The variable power consumer type has nonconstant and non-cyclic power demand behavior in the processing state. The power demand
characteristic of a variable consumer is entirely described by a power map. Different
combinations of the speed and the load variable must be applied to the component in order to
fully describe the components power demand behavior.
The component consumer type and/or the values to describe the power demand behavior might
change with the operational state of the MT and the utilization during this state. Hence, a
component can be classified as constant consumer during one machine state and as cyclic or
variable consumer in another machine state. ISO 14599-1 [34] lists a number of exemplary
machine states that can be observed. However, four main machine states can be distinguished:
 Off: The main switch is turned off and compressed air is disabled.
 Standby: Compressed air is enabled. The main switch is turned on and the control is
operating. CNC code can be programmed.
 Idle: The main switch is turned on, the control is operating, and most functional units are
started. The axis and spindle can be moved.
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 Processing: The main switch is turned on, the control is operating, and most functional
units are started. The coolant unit and the spindle are operating.
Table 9 depicts the principle classification of components in consumer types at different
operational states. The characteristic power profile of the MT component consumer types
accumulate to the MT consumer type, as indicated in the last row of the table.
Table 9: Exemplary list of consumer types of components at the machine states.
Component name

Off

Standby

Idle

Processing

A

constant

constant

constant

variable

B

-

-

cyclic

cyclic

C

-

constant

constant

constant

…

…

…

…

…

MT

constant

constant

cyclic with constant
share

variable with
constant and cyclic
share

The difference between the MT’s total power demand and the sum of the MT components power
demand indicates the uncertainty due to unmeasured components. ISO 14955-1 [34] prescribes
to meter each consumer causing at least 10% of the entire MT’s power demand collectively
contributing to at least 80% of the entire MT’s power demand in each machine state. Hence, a
difference of less than 20% is required for the validity of the study. The uninvestigated
components are excluded from the entire study. Hence, the MT power demand is assigned to be
the sum of the power demands of all considered components i within the machine state s

n

P
i 1

EC  MT ,i , s

PEC MT ,s  PI

5.1.2. Electrical Power Demand of the Technical Building Service
MTs and the TBS mainly interact through following four interfaces (compare Chapter 2.1.3):
 compressed air (CA) system (type II)
 water cooling (WC) system (type III)
 air conditioning (AC) system (type IV)
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(5.4)

 exhaust air (EA) system (type IV)
Moreover, the baseload energy consumption of the factory, which is needed to maintain constant
conditions (humidity, temperature, etc.) irrespective of the external climate are not assigned to
the MTs and are similarly as in Bogdanski et al. [135] assigned to the factory baseload. The total
electric power demand of the TBS in order to operate a number of MTs is derived by

PEC TBS  PEC CATBS  PEC WC TBS  PEC  AC TBS  PEC EATBS

(5.5)

with the equivalent electrical power demand of the CA system PEC CATBS , the WC system

PEC WC TBS , the AC system PEC  AC TBS and the EA system PEC  EATBS . The CA system demands
PEC CATBS to produce CA with the pneumatic volume flow of VCATBS at a defined pressure level
pCATBS above the norm pressure pn . The WC system and the AC system consume the electrical
power PEC WC TBS and PEC  AC TBS to transport the heat flows QWC TBS and QAC TBS out of the
factory building. The EA system demands the electrical power PEC  EATBS to filter and transport
the air volume flow VEATBS with the speed vEATBS together with the heat flow QEATBS to the AC
system. The energetic performance of TBS systems is described by following electrical energy
equivalents:
 specific compression power (SCP) for CA flows 
 energy efficiency ratio (EER) for heat flows 
 specific fan power (SFP) for EA flows 
The performance values quantify the electrical power demand needed to realize a CA supply,
heat intake and respectively volume flow as following

PEC CATBS   CATBSVCATBS

PEC WC TBS 

PEC  AC TBS 

pCATBS n
pn CATBS

QWC TBS

WC TBS

QAC TBS

 AC TBS

(5.6)

(5.7)

(5.8)
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PEC  EATBS 

QEATBS

 EATBS

  EATBS VEATBS

(5.9)

Equation (5.6) assumes the validity of the ideal gas law

VCATBS pCATBS

CATBS



Vn pn

n

 const.

(5.10)

with the norm volume flow Vn at norm pressure pn  1bar and norm temperature n  293.15K
according to ISO 8778 [136]. Combining equation (5.5) with the equations (5.6), (5.7), (5.8), and
(5.9) leads to

PEC TBS   CATBSVCATBS

pCATBS n
Q
QAC TBS QEATBS
 WC TBS 

  EATBS VEATBS
pn CATBS
WC TBS
 AC TBS
 EATBS

(5.11)

5.1.3. Electrical Power Demand of a Factory-integrated Machine Tool
The total electrical power demand of the IMT is derived by

PEC  IMT  PEC MT  PEC CAMT  PEC WC MT  PEC  AC MT  PEC EAMT

(5.12)

with the electrical power demand of the MT PEC  MT as well as the equivalent electrical power
demand of the CA system PEC CA MT , the WC system PEC WC MT , the AC system PEC  AC MT , and
the EA system PEC  EA MT in order to operate a single MT. Figure 33 illustrates the linking of both
previously described approaches to a model for the energetic linking of a MT with the TBS.
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BS

PTBS  BS

PEC  MT
TBS

PEC CA  MT
CA system

PEC WC  MT
WC system

PEC  AC  MT

AC system

MT

PEC  EA  MT

EA system

Other building
functions

Figure 33: Electrical power demand model of an IMT.

In order to link the MT and the TBS, the power balance of services supplied to a single MT need
to be considered and determined as illustrated in Figure 34. The MT’s electric power demand

PEC  MT and the CA power described by its volume flow VCA MT and pressure level pCAMT above
the nominal pressure pn enter the system. The heat flow to the WC system QWC  MT , the heat
flow to the EA system QEA MT , the kinetic power of the EA system described by the air density

air , the air volume flow VEA MT , the flow velocity vEA MT , and the heat flow to the AC QAC MT
leave the system.

QAC  MT

1
2

2
QEA MT   airVEA  MT vEA
 MT

MT
VCA  MT   pCA  MT

PEC  MT

QWC  MT
Figure 34: Services supplied to operate a MT.

Assuming a single MT in the factory environment, neglecting the impact of weather conditions,
leakages, and pressure loss in media supply systems leads to
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VCATBS  VCA MT

(5.13)

pCATBS  pCAMT

(5.14)

TCATBS  TCAMT

(5.15)

QWC TBS  QWC MT

(5.16)

QAC TBS  QAC MT

(5.17)

QEATBS  QEAMT

(5.18)

VEATBS  VEAMT

(5.19)

Combining the equations (5.13), (5.14), (5.15), (5.16), (5.17), (5.18), and (5.19) with the
equations (5.6), (5.7), (5.8), (5.9) leads to the power demand of the TBS components due to a
single MT operation

PEC CA MT   CATBSVCA MT

PEC WC  MT 

PEC  AC  MT 

PEC  EA MT 

QEA MT

 EATBS

pCA MT n
pn CA MT

QWC  MT

WC TBS

QAC  MT

 AC TBS

  EATBS VEA MT

(5.20)

(5.21)

(5.22)

(5.23)

and combined with equation (5.12) results in the total power demand of the IMT

PEC  IMT  PEC  MT   CATBSVCA MT
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pCA MT n
Q
QAC  MT QEA MT
 WC  MT 

  EATBS  VEAMT
(5.24)
pn CA MT
WC TBS
 AC TBS
 EATBS

5.2. Concept of the Total Energy Efficiency Index
The presented approach to quantify the energy efficiency of MTs comprises the demandoriented component utilization (sufficiency of components), the component conversion efficiency
(efficiency of components), and the component conversion efficiency of a reference system
(consistency of components) according to Schudeleit et al. [48]. The occurring losses related to
insufficiencies, inefficiencies, and inconsistencies accumulate to the overall loss in energy
referred to as efficiency gap, as illustrated in Figure 35. The ratio of the reference system’s
demand and the actual system’s demand build the overall energy efficiency, which is referred to
as Total Energy Efficiency Index (TEEI).
Total Energy Efficiency Gap
Insufficiency related losses

Demand of the
actual system

Inefficiency related losses

Total losses

Inconsistency related losses

Demand of the
reference system
Total Energy Efficiency Index
Figure 35: Total energy efficiency gap due to sufficiency, efficiency, and consistency losses as well as the
TEEI according to Schudeleit et al. [48].

The novelty of the concept is that the energy efficiency key figure of a system is divided into
three parts, which can relatively simple be determined individually. Three key figures are
introduced in order to quantify the component sufficiency, efficiency, and consistency, namely:
 Sufficiency Index (SI), calculated based on demand assessment or empirical studies,
 Efficiency Index (EI), calculated based on measurements, and
 Consistency Index (CI), calculated based on measurements, efficiency standards or labels.
The key figures are finally aggregated to the TEEI, which is a general metric that can universally
be used for evaluating the energy efficiency of MT or TBS components. In any case, the TEEI
can be aggregated from lower to higher level, e.g. from MT component level to MT level or from
TBS component level to TBS level. Figure 36 illustrates the relations between an actual system
and reference system, which can be real or ideal. The SI focuses on the comparison of the
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outputs of the reference and the actual system, whereas the EI and the CI quantify the
conversion efficiency and the productivity of each system, respectively. The TEEI compares the
input of the actual system with the input a reference system would need to perform the same
task.
Consistency Index (CI)

Reference system

Reference input

Total Energy Efficiency Index (TEEI)

Actual system

Actual input

Reference output

Sufficiency Index (SI)

Actual output

Efficiency Index (EI)
Figure 36: Illustration of the sustainability indices.

5.2.1. The Sufficiency Index
The SI compares the output supplied by an ideal reference system with the one of the actual
system. Hence, losses due to incorrect dimensioning and inappropriate component utilization,
such as air extraction during long idle times or a compressed air use beyond the required one, is
taken into account by this index. The SI of a component is defined by

 SI 

Oref
Oact

;

 SI   0,1

(5.25)

with the output of the reference system Oref and the output of the actual system Oact .  SI is a
dimensionless, percentage scaled key figure. The reference output is the minimum output
required to fulfill the manufacturing task. An actual output less than the reference output
indicates under-dimensioning, which might cause a lack of safety, or harm the system to perform
the manufacturing task. In this case,  SI  1 is assigned and the dimensioning is highlighted as
a potential improvement measure.
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5.2.2. The Efficiency Index
The EI quantifies the power intake in order to achieve a desired result and is generally defined
as

EI 

Oact
;
I act

EI 



(5.26)

with the input of the actual system I act . The EI and its unit depend on the type of transformation
process as well as on the technological standard of the evaluated system. For energy
transforming processes, the EI is the conversion efficiency of the system and a dimensionless,
percentage scaled key figure. Input and output do not necessarily have to have the same unit, in
which case EI is referred to as the productivity of the actual system.

5.2.3. The Consistency Index
In order to quantify the maximum energy saving potential of a component, the EI needs to be
related to a reference value, the index introduced as CI. In this way, the losses due to
inappropriate component selection (ineffectiveness and lack of technological standard) are taken
into account. The CI refers to an efficiency limit, such as the most suitable and BAT. The CI is
determined by

CI 

Oref
I ref

;

CI 



(5.27)

with the input of the reference system I ref .The reference output is the same minimum output as
used for the SI.

5.2.4. The Total Energy Efficiency Index in General
The TEEI is a metric that comprises all sustainability strategies and refers to the system with the
highest sufficiency, efficiency, and consistency in order to quantify the actual energy efficiency
gap. It measures to which degree an actual system matches a reference system that would fulfill
the given task best with respect to the given boundary conditions (e.g. technology limits,
economic restrictions, etc.). In reality, the design decisions cannot be decoupled. To overcome
this issue, the indices for sufficiency, efficiency, and consistency are aggregated to a compiled
index referred to as TEEI
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TEEI   SI 

I ref
EI
  SI EI /CI 
;
CI
I act

TEEI ,EI /CI  0,1

(5.28)

with the relative conversion efficiency  EI / CI , which cannot exceed one. TEEI is simply the ratio
of the power input of an ideal reference system and the power input of the actual system. The
procedure of successively calculating  SI , EI , and CI in order to finally summarize the indices
to TEEI ensures that all possible types of energy losses are considered.

5.2.5. Classification and Simplification of System Types
For mathematical specifications of the inputs and outputs of the indices (  SI , EI , and CI ), the
components are classified by their system type as follows:
 Input systems: The desired result of the system is a physical input, while electricity is
consumed. An example for an input system is a cooler with a heat flux entering the system
boundary.
 Output systems: The desired result of the system is a physical output, while electricity is
consumed. An example for an output system is an electric motor with mechanical power
exiting the system boundary.
 State systems: The desired result of the system is a state, while electricity is consumed. If
the state is desired, the output of reference and the actual system are both the state
quantified by Oref  Oact  1 , which leads to  SI  1 . Otherwise,  SI is equated to zero. An
example for a state system is a control unit.
 Passive systems: The desired result of the system is a physical output caused by a
physical non-electric input. The SI of a passive system is determined and comprised by the
SI of the superordinate input or output system, which converts electricity to a non-electric
input for the type passive system. Hence, SI of the passive system is equated to  SI  1 .
The physical input can be mechanically, hydraulically, pneumatically, or thermally. An
example for a passive system is a transmission.
It is dependent on the desired degree of detail whether a component is composed of a
combination of different systems or not. For example, a pump unit can be viewed as output
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system with electric input and hydraulic output or as a combination of an output system and a
passive system, which would be an electric motor and a pump. The electric motor’s mechanical
output power is converted by the pump into a hydraulic output.
The value of  SI has to be determined explicitly for the input and output systems. A decision
tree, depicted in Figure 37, is used to reduce the calculation effort by following assumptions:
 Systems that are switched off do not demand power and are therefore excluded from the
study for the respective state.
 Systems that are unnecessarily switched on in a certain state are fully insufficient in this
state. Hence,  SI  0 is derived. TEEI equals zero for this case and no calculation of EI
or CI is required.
 Systems that are necessarily switched on and automatically (not manually or by time)
demand controlled in a certain state are fully sufficient in this state. Hence,  SI  1 is
derived and EI as well as CI need to be calculated.
 Systems that are necessarily switched on, but not automatically demand controlled require
a detailed assessment of  SI , EI as well as CI . For a constant state, a constant  SI will
be derived.
System in a certain
state

No

Switched on?

Yes

Exclude from study for
this state
No

Use
necessary?

Yes

αSI = 0
No

αSI needs to be
calculated

Demand
controlled?

Yes

αSI = 1

Figure 37: Sufficiency tree for SI determination of input and output systems.
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5.3. The Total Energy Efficiency Index in Manufacturing
The beforehand presented concept is in the following specified for the application in
manufacturing. The methodology follows a three-step procedure:
1. The TEEIs on MT component level are derived and aggregated to the MT TEEI.
2. The calculation of the TEEIs of the TBS components is shown.
3. Both TEEI models are combined to the TEEI model of the IMT.

5.3.1. The Total Energy Efficiency Indices of the Machine Tool Components and the
Machine Tool
Specifying the generalized equation (5.28) for each component i and the machine state s leads
to the MT component TEEI

TEEI ,i ,s   SI ,i ,s

EI ,i ,s
  SI ,i ,s EI /CI ,i ,s ;
CI ,i ,s

i  1,..., n

(5.29)

The metric can universally be aggregated from lower to higher level, e.g. MT component to MT
level. When all TEEI ,i , s are computed, the TEEI on MT level TEEI , MT , s is derived by
n

TEEI ,MT ,s 

P
i 1

EC  MT ,i , s

TEEI ,i ,s 

n

P
i 1

;

i  1,..., n

(5.30)

EC  MT ,i , s

An exact TEEI , MT , s can only be calculated, if all energy consuming components of a MT are
included in the study. If some components are not investigated in more detail due to their low
power share, TEEI , MT , s is an approximation.

5.3.2. The Total Energy Efficiency Indices of the Technical Building Service Components
The SIs of the TBS components are determined by their use by the MT within each state s ,
whereas the EIs and CIs of the TBS components are independent of the machine states based
on the assumption that a MT does not change the operational point of the respective TBS
component. Decreases in sufficiency of CA supply are caused by insufficient use on MT level in
each state, and are derived by
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 SI ,CA MT , s 

VCA MT , s ,ref
VCA MT , s ,act

(5.31)

Assuming a constant pressure level and constant temperature, EI ,CATBS and CI ,CATBS are
derived by

EI ,CATBS 

CI ,CATBS 

1

 CATBS ,act
1

 CATBS ,ref

(5.32)

(5.33)

and lead combined with equation (5.31) to the total energy efficiency index of the CA system

TEEI ,CA MT ,s   SI ,CA MT , s 

EI ,CATBS VCA MT , s ,ref  CATBS ,ref


CI ,CATBS VCA MT ,s ,act  CATBS ,act

(5.34)

Assuming no leakages (loss in volume flow) of the WC system leads to

 SI ,WC MT ,s  1

(5.35)

The EI ,WC TBS and CI ,WC TBS of the WC system are defined by energy efficiency ratios of the
actual and the reference system

EI ,WC TBS  WC TBS ,act

(5.36)

CI ,WC TBS  WC TBS ,ref

(5.37)

which lead combined with equation (5.35) to

TEEI ,WC  MT ,s   SI ,WC MT ,s 

EI ,WC TBS WC TBS ,act

CI ,WC TBS WC TBS ,ref

(5.38)

In order to maintain a constant temperature level in the factory using the AC system, all in the
factory dissipated heat needs to be removed by the actual system respectively the reference
system, which leads to
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 SI , AC  MT ,s 

QAC  MT ,act
QAC  MT ,ref

1

(5.39)

Neglecting the impact of weather conditions and using the energy efficiency ratios as
performance measure, following subordinate indices can be derived

EI ,ACTBS   AC TBS ,act

(5.40)

CI , AC TBS   AC TBS ,ref

(5.41)

These equations combined lead to the TEEI of the AC system

TEEI , AC  MT ,s   SI , AC MT ,s 

EI , AC TBS  AC TBS ,act

CI , AC TBS  AC TBS ,ref

(5.42)

Since, the EA system volume flow is normally not controlled, insufficiency is caused by more air
changes than required by e.g. legal regulations. The SI of the EA system is obtained by

 SI , EA MT , s 

VEA MT , s ,ref
VEA MT , s ,act

(5.43)

Two basic cases can be distinguished regarding the characteristic of an EA system:
1. Free cooling: The heat is released out of the factory to the environment, directly or with
heat recovery. In this case, the EA system is a simple air suction, leading to an efficiency
benchmark of the fan by

EI , EATBS 

CI , EATBS 

TEEI , EAMT ,s   SI , EAMT ,s 
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1

 EATBS ,act
1

 EATBS ,ref

EI , EATBS VEA MT , s ,ref  EATBS ,ref


CI , EATBS VEAMT ,s ,act  EATBS ,act

(5.44)

(5.45)

(5.46)

2. A system linked to an AC or a WC system: The EER of the EA system equals the one of
the AC system respectively the WC system and is assigned to them for efficiency
evaluation. The performance of the combined AC system is described by

EI , EATBS   EATBS ,act 

CI , EATBS   EATBS ,ref 

QEATBS ,act
PEC  EATBS ,act

QEATBS ,ref
PEC  EATBS ,ref

(5.47)

(5.48)

with PEC  EATBS ,act and PEC  EATBS ,ref including both the power demand for cooling and the EA
suction, leading to

TEEI , EAMT ,s   SI , EAMT 

EI , EATBS VEA MT ,s ,ref  EATBS ,act


CI , EATBS VEAMT ,s ,act  EATBS ,ref

(5.49)

5.3.3. The Total Energy Efficiency Indices of the Integrated Machine Tool
The TEEI of the IMT is derived by the ratio of the power demand of the reference and the actual
system by

TEEI ,IMT,s 

PEC  IMT ,s ,ref
PEC  IMT ,s ,act



1
PEC  IMT ,s ,act

 PEC  MT ,s ,act TEEI ,MT,s  PEC CA MT ,s ,act TEEI ,CA  MT ,s 


  PEC WC  MT ,s ,act TEEI ,WC  MT,s  PEC  AC  MT ,s ,act TEEI ,AC  MT ,s 
 P

 EC  EA MT ,s ,act TEEI ,EA  MT ,s


(5.50)

In order to predict the MT’s average total energy efficiency in practice, the distribution of
machine states over time needs to be considered. The average total energy efficiency index of
the IMT weighted by the power demand in each state is determined by

 TEEI , IMT 

 
 P
s

TEEI , IMT , s
s

 PEC  IMT ,s ,act  Ss 

EC  IMT , s , act

 Ss 

(5.51)

with the time share in each state S s . The distribution of machine states over a time period
strongly depends on the type of production. Table 10 lists an assumed distribution over time of
machine states by type of production.
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Table 10: Assumed distribution over time of machine states by type of production.
Series type

S off

S stby

Sidle

S proc

Small series

20%

20%

20%

40%

Medium series

10%

15%

15%

60%

0%

15%

15%

70%

Large series

5.3.4. Calculation of the Optimization Potential and Analysis
The optimization potential in terms of power and efficiency is derived from the previously
calculated TEEIs. The possibly saved power demand is derived from the difference of the power
demand between the actual and the reference IMT by

PEC  IMT ,s  PEC  IMT ,s ,act  PEC  IMT ,s ,ref  PEC  IMT ,s ,act 1 TEEI , IMT , s 

(5.52)

In order to improve the energy efficiency of an IMT, following three step-procedure is applied:
1. Calculation of the improvement potential of the MT, its components, the CA system, EA
system, WC system, and AC system.
2. Ranking according to their improvement potential and selection of the most promising
systems.
3. Detailed system analysis to derive individual improvement measures.
A decrease in power demand of the MT causes an additional decrease in power demand of the
TBS systems responsible for cooling, namely the WC, the AC and the EA system. A MT’s impact
to increase the TEEI of the IMT is derived by

TEEI ,opt ,MT ,s 

PEC  MT ,s  PEC WC  MT ,s  PEC  AC MT ,s  PEC  EAMT ,s
PEC  IMT ,s ,act

(5.53)

The decrease in power demand of the WC, the AC and the EA system resulting from the MT
improvement are derived by
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PEC MT ,s  PEC MT , s ,act 1 TEEI , MT , s 

(5.54)

PEC WC MT ,s  PEC WC MT ,s ,act 1 TEEI ,MT ,s 

(5.55)

PEC  AC MT ,s  PEC  AC MT ,s ,act 1 TEEI ,MT ,s 

(5.56)

PEC  EAMT ,s  PEC  EAMT ,s ,act 1 TEEI ,MT ,s 

(5.57)

with an assumed, constant distribution of heat flux between the systems. The equations (5.53) to
(5.57) combined result in the optimization potential of the MT to improve the TEEI of the IMT

TEEI ,opt , MT , s 

PEC  MT ,s ,act  PEC WC MT ,s ,act  PEC  AC MT ,s ,act  PEC EAMT ,s ,act
PEC  IMT ,s ,act

1 

TEEI , MT , s



(5.58)

The MT component’s impact on improving the IMT is derived by

TEEI ,opt ,MT ,i ,s

 PEC WC  MT , s ,act 
 PEC  MT , s ,act


 PEC  AC  MT , s ,act  PEC  EA MT ,s ,act  PEC  MT ,i , s ,act


1 TEEI ,i ,s 
PEC  IMT ,s ,act
PEC  MT ,s ,act

(5.59)

TEEI ,opt , MT ,i, s indicates the potential on percentage scale by which the power demand of an IMT
within machine state s can be reduced by improving component i . Hence, a preselection of
critical components to be optimized can be carried out. The optimization potential of the CA
system, the WC system, the AC system, and the EA system are derived as follows:

TEEI ,opt ,CA,s 

TEEI ,opt ,WC ,s 

TEEI ,opt , AC ,s 

TEEI ,opt , EA,s 

PEC CA MT ,s ,act 1  TEEI ,CAMT ,s 
PEC  IMT ,s ,act
PEC WC  MT , s ,act 1  TEEI ,WC  MT , s 
PEC  IMT , s ,act
PEC  AC  MT ,s ,act 1  TEEI , AC MT ,s 
PEC  IMT ,s ,act
PEC  EAMT ,s ,act 1  TEEI , EAMT ,s 
PEC  IMT ,s ,act

(5.60)

(5.61)

(5.62)

(5.63)
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Based on the ranking according to optimization potential, the most critical MT components and
parts of the TBS system can be selected. In order to derive the cause of a low TEEI , IMT , a
mapping as depicted in Figure 38 is carried out. The graph depicts  EI / CI as measure for the
degree of achieved efficiency against the  SI as measure for the need-based utilization /
dimensioning. The angle bisector indicates a balanced score of efficiency and need-based
utilization / dimensioning. Below the angle bisector, a lack of need-based utilization /
dimensioning can be observed. Above the angle bisector a lack of component efficiency (of the
MT or TBS) is indicated. The TEEI is visualized by the greyish area, which is aimed at being
maximized. The curves show sets of points with the same TEEI ( TEEI  const. ). Hence, the goal
is to move each component (of the MT or TBS) to the equi-TEEI curve with the largest distance
possible to the origin. Each MT or TBS component can be added to the map and interpreted as
follows:
1. Improvement in need-based utilization / dimensioning leads to an increase in sufficiency.
2. Optimization of the efficiency to consistency ratio leads to a gain in component efficiency.
3. The full improvement potential can only be exploited by taking both dimensions  EI / CI
and  SI into account.
To sum up, the proposed method recommends to calculate each component’s optimization
potential based on the three sustainability indices (SI, EI, and CI) and to improve the
components with the highest optimization potential in their weaker domain first. A lack in needbased utilization / dimensioning or a lack in efficiency can be detected and suitable improvement
measures can directly be derived.
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Need-based utilization /
dimensioning of
efficient components

1

 SI

Component
Need-based utilization /
dimensioning of
inefficient components

Balanced need-based
utilization / dimensioning and
efficiency

Increase in need-based
utilization /
dimensioning

TEEI  const.
Lacking need-based utilization /
dimensioning of efficient
components

TEEI
0

EI / CI 1

0
Increase in efficiency

Figure 38: Dependence of the TEEI on

 SI

and

EI /CI .
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5.4. Leveraging the Impact of Energy Efficiency
A way to leverage the impact of an IMT’s efficiency is to extend the system boundary and take
into account the energy conversion chain. A schematic energy conversion chain adapted from
Müller et al. [15] is depicted in Figure 39. It shows the TEEI of the IMT as well as the one for the
conversion from primary to delivered energy.

Nature

Primary
energy

Secondary
energy

Delivered
and final
energy

 PEF

Useful
energy

Target
energy

TEEI ,IMT

Figure 39: Schematic energy conversion chain adapted from Müller et al. [15] and VDI 4661 [38].

With target energy being the power demand of an ideal IMT, the total efficiency of the energy
conversion chain is derived by

TEEI ,tot  PEF TEEI ,IMT

(5.64)

with the primary energy efficiency  PEF obtained from the primary energy factor (PEF). DIN EN
15603 defines the PEF as the “ratio of final energy and primary energy including extraction,
processing, storing, transportation, generation, conversion, transmission and distribution as well
as all other required steps in order to deliver the energy to the building where it is used” [137].
The PFE depends on the energy mix. The Directive 2012/27/EU [11] specified the average PFE
value for the EU28 electricity by  PEF  2.5 leading to a conversion efficiency of

PEF 

1

 PEF



1
 40%
2.5

(5.65)

and resulting in

TEEI ,tot  PEF TEEI ,IMT  0.4 TEEI ,IMT

(5.66)

which associates the leverage of energy efficiency improvements of an IMT being 2.5 and
leading to 2.5kWh savings in primary energy for every delivered kWh saved.
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6. Metric Application: A grinding case
The methodology of the case study is illustrated in Figure 40. First, the system boundary is
defined. Based on this, the analysis of the MT is carried out. Relevant operational machine
states as well as the relevant components are defined. Subsequently, the sustainability indices
SI, EI, CI, and TEEI are determined for each relevant MT component and the MT. A similar
procedure is performed for the analysis of the TBS. Reference values are when possible taken
from international standards and efficiency labels. The TEEIs of the IMT are calculated based on
this. Finally, the calculation of the optimization potential and the analysis to enhance energy
efficiency of the IMT are conducted.

6.1

Definition of the System Boundary

6.2

Analysis of the Machine Tool
•
•
•
•
•

6.3

Operational State Definition and Component Selection
Sufficiency Indices of MT Components
Efficiency Indices of MT Components
Consistency Indices of MT Components
Total Energy Efficiency Indices of the MT Components and the MT

Analysis of the Technical Building Service
•
•
•
•
•

Metering of Power Exchange between MT and TBS
Sufficiency Indices of TBS Components
Efficiency Indices of TBS Components
Consistency Indices of TBS Components
Total Energy Efficiency Indices of the TBS Components

6.4

Total Energy Efficiency Indices of the Integrated Machine Tool

6.5

Optimization Potential and Analysis
Figure 40: Methodology of the case study.
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6.1. Definition of the System Boundary
The previously developed TEEI metric is applied to a 6-axis grinding machine Rollomatic 628 XS
depicted in Figure 41. The case study MT is located in a lab at ETH Zurich.

Figure 41: 6-axis grinding machine Rollomatic 628 XS.

The MT equipped with a decentralized EA unit, which filters the air of the machine room before
releasing it to the lab, and a heat exchanger unit, which exchanges heat between the cooling
lubricant and the centralized WC system. Moreover, the MT is supplied by a centralized CA
system. The TBS of the particular building of ETH Zurich combines the AC and EA including
ventilation, which is responsible to remove both the convective heat flux and the heat of the MT’s
decentralized EA unit out of the lab. Figure 42 illustrates the services supplied to the MT by the
TBS, which is composed of a CA system, a WC system, and a combined AC/EA system. Other
building functions are not taken into account.

QAC / EA  MT

MT
VCA MT   pCA MT

PEC  MT

QWC  MT

Figure 42: Interfaces between the MT and the factory environment.
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6.2. Analysis of the Machine Tool
6.2.1. Operational State Definition and Component Selection
The case study focuses on following main machine states:
 Off: The main switch is turned off and compressed air is disabled.
 Standby: Compressed air is enabled. The main switch is turned on and the control is
operating. CNC code can be programmed.
 Idle: The main switch is turned on, the control is operating, and most functional units are
started. The axis and spindle can be moved.
 Processing: The main switch is turned on, the control is operating, and most functional
units are started. The coolant is at maximum flow rate. The spindle is rotating at 10.000
rpm (maximum rotational speed of the spindle) without material cutting (air cut), since this
is the operational speed with the highest power demand that can be hold until a thermal
equilibrium between MT and TBS is reached. Any other remarkable utilization (e.g. duty
cycle type according to IEC 60034-1 [138] or DIN IEC/TS 60034-30-2 (VDE V 0530-30-2)
[139]) can only serve the purpose, if each manufacturing condition can be hold or repeated
until thermal steady state conditions are achieved.
The ISO 14955-1 [34] prescribes to meter each consumer causing at least 10% of the entire
MT’s power demand collectively contributing to at least 80% of the entire MT’s power demand in
each machine state. The analysis of the MT therefore focuses on following electric consumers of
the MT:


Heat exchanger unit (input system)



Spindle unit (output system)



Coolant unit (output system)



EA unit (output system)



Control unit (state system)



Hydraulic unit (state system)

The electrical power metering is carried out with the multi-channel metering device. Table 11 lists
the metered power levels of the selected components, the sum of the components’ power
demands, the total MT’s power demand and the share of explicitly metered components. The
selection of the components meets the requirements stated in ISO 14955-1 [34].
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Table 11: Power level of components by machine state.

PEC  MT ,i , s ,act

Off

Standby

Idle

Processing

1 Heat exchanger unit

0W

0W

561W

564W

2 Spindle unit

0W

0W

0W

238W

3 Coolant unit

0W

0W

1016W

2163W

4 EA unit

0W

0W

105W

105W

5 Control unit

0W

151W

158W

159W

6 Hydraulic unit

0W

0W

181W

181W

i

6

P

EC  MT ,i , s , act

0W

151W 2021W

3464W

0W

151W

2408W

4014W

84%

86%

i 1

PEC  MT , s , act
6

P

EC  MT , i , s , act

i 1

100% 100%

PEC  MT , s , act

6.2.2. Sufficiency Indices of Machine Tool Components
All MT components that are switched off in a respective state have a negligible power demand
and are based on Figure 37 in Chapter 5.2.5 excluded from the study for the respective state.
Hence, the off state can completely be neglected for the study of the MT. In standby state, only
the control unit needs to be taken into account for the MT evaluation. Vice versa, only the
spindle unit is excluded from the study during idle state. In processing state, all components
need to be taken into account. The heat exchanger unit’s operation is only required after
processing due to thermal inertia and only for a comparable short time. However, the heat
exchanger unit is constantly operating in idle state, but does not exchange heat with the
connected cooling water provided by the WC system, which leads to

 SI ,1,idle  0
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(6.1)

During processing, the operation of the heat exchanger unit is required. Moreover, the heat
changer unit’s heat exchange with the WC system is controlled, which leads to

 SI ,1, proc  1

(6.2)

The volume flow of the cooling fluid, which is exchanged with the machine tank, and the possible
caused loss are taken into account by the EI in comparison to the CI of the heat exchanger unit.
The spindle unit is necessarily switched on and automatically demand controlled in processing
state, which leads to

 SI ,2, proc  1

(6.3)

The cooling unit demands electrical power during idle state. However, neither the spindle unit
nor the workpiece are cooled which leads to

 SI ,3,idle  0

(6.4)

For the spindle cooling and the process cooling, a total coolant volume flow of

V3, proc ,act  4.42

m³
has been measured. Based on the assumption that the entire electrical
h

power consumed by the spindle is finally converted into heat, which needs to be removed for
thermally stable operation, the reference coolant flow is calculated according to Meister [140] by

V3, proc,ref 

Q3, proc,ref
c p ,3 33, proc,ref E3

(6.5)

with the reference cooling power Q3, proc ,ref , the cooling fluid’s specific heat capacity c p ,3 , and
density 3 , as well as its temperature difference between inlet and outlet 3, proc and the
geometric factor E3 in order to take into account the nozzle design. The specific heat capacity of
the coolant Blasogrind HC 5 is specified by the manufacturer [141] by c p ,3  2000 J  kgK  at

20C . Together with the measured density of 3  847
difference 3, proc,act

kg
, the measured temperature
m³

3, proc,ref  0.53 K , and the geometric factor for optimal nozzle design

E3  0.9 according to Meister [140] leads to
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V3, proc ,ref 

238W
m³
 1.06
J
kg
h
2000
 847  0.53K  0.9
kg  K
m³

(6.6)

and the SI of the coolant unit

 SI ,3, proc 

V3, proc ,ref
V3, proc ,act

m³
h  0.24

m³
4.42
h
1.06

(6.7)

The Rollomatic 628 XS is equipped with a decentralized EA unit with electro-filter, mounted on
the top of the MT. During the machine states idle and processing, an average EA volume flow is
derived by

V4,idle,act  V4, proc,act  v4,act  A4  2.31

m
m³
  0.23  0.26  m²  497
s
h

(6.8)

with the EA flow speed v4,act and the suction surface A4 .The operation of the EA system is only
needed during processing state. The time share, during which the EA is needed during idle
state, is marginal and leads to

V4,idle,ref  0

m³
h

 SI ,4,idle  0

(6.9)
(6.10)

Figure 43 depicts a recommendation by VDI 3802-2 [142] for the extraction volume flow
dependent on the cabin volume. The minimum specified air quantity for an effective cabin size of

2m³ and oil coolant is derived by
V4, proc ,ref  800

81

m³
h

(6.11)

Figure 43: Design of extraction volume flows in MTs according to VDI 3802-2 [142] (dashed arrows for
Rollomatic 628 XS).
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Since following relationship applies

V4, proc,act  V4, proc,ref

(6.12)

the EA unit is classified as under dimensioned, leading for the processing state by definition
(compare equation (5.25)) to

 SI ,4, proc  1

(6.13)

The specifications in chapter 5.2.5 lead for the control unit to

 SI ,5stby   SI ,5,idle   SI ,5, proc  1

(6.14)

The hydraulic unit is a combination of an electric motor, which determines the degree of
sufficiency for the entire hydraulic unit, and a gear pump. The main functions of the hydraulic unit
are workpiece handling and tool handling. None of the functions is used during idle or
processing state (as defined), which leads to

 SI ,6,idle   SI ,6, proc  0

(6.15)

A pressure accumulator can be used for static hydraulic functions such as workpiece clamping,
which leads to V6, proc ,act

V6, proc,ref and the same result for the SIs as long as no dynamic

functions such as tool changes are performed. The SIs of MT components by machine state are
summarized in Table 12.
Table 12: SIs of components by machine state.
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i

 SI ,i , s

Off

Standby

Idle

Processing

1

Heat exchanger unit

/

/

0

1

2

Spindle unit

/

/

/

1

3

Coolant unit

/

/

0

0.24

4

EA unit

/

/

0

1

5

Control unit

/

1

1

1

6

Hydraulic unit

/

/

0

0

6.2.3. Efficiency Indices of Machine Tool Components
The EI ,i , s only have to be calculated for MT components and states with  SI ,i , s different than
zero, namely the EIs of all MT components in processing state except of for the hydraulic unit.
Moreover, the control unit needs to be analyzed in addition for standby and idle state. Electrical
power is demanded by the electric motor and the control of the heat exchanger in order to
transfer heat from the MT to the cooling water cycle operated by the WC system. Assuming a
constant specific heat capacity of water c p ,1  4182

1  988

J
and a constant water density
kg  K

kg
, the heat flow due to WC is derived by
m³

Q1, proc,act  c p,1  1 V1, proc,act 1, proc,act  4182  988  4.417 104 1.24W  2263W
with the water volume flow V1, proc ,act  1.59

(6.16)

m³
m³
as well as the water’s temperature
 4.417 104
h
s

difference between inlet and outlet 1, proc,act  1.24 K . The EI of the heat exchanger unit during
processing state is derived by

EI ,1, proc 

Q1, proc ,act
PEC  MT ,1, proc ,act



2263W
 4.01
564W

(6.17)

The spindle efficiency is calculated based on the assumption that the relative conversion
efficiency is independent of the operational state

EI /CI ,2 

EI ,2, proc
CI ,2, proc

const.

(6.18)

The nominal operational point Pnom,2, EM ,act  7000W at nnom,2, EM ,act  3880 min 1 is chosen to
calculate the relative conversion efficiency of the spindle. The conversion efficiency of the
spindle unit is composed of the efficiency of the electric motor (EM) and the inverter. The EM’s
efficiency is modelled for the nominal operational point according to Züst [143] and Krause et al.
[144] by
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1
nom
,2, EM , act 




 f ,2, EM ,act
n p ,2, EM ,act  nom ,2, EM ,act
Rr ,2, EM ,act  Rs ,2, EM ,act

L

  f ,2, EM ,act  n p ,2, EM ,act  nom ,2, EM ,act   n p ,2, EM ,act  nom ,2,EM ,act

Rs ,2, EM ,act



2
m ,2, EM , act

Rr ,2, EM ,act

(6.19)

L2r ,2, EM ,act  f ,2, EM ,act  n p ,2, EM ,act  nom ,2, EM ,act

L2m ,2, EM ,act
n p ,2, EM ,act  nom ,2, EM ,act

with the rotor resistance Rr ,2, EM ,act  0.412 , the stator resistance Rs ,2, EM ,act  0.510 , and the
number of pole pairs n p ,2, EM ,act  2 derived from manufacturer’s data. The rotor inductance is
calculated with the stator leakage reactance X  1,2, EM ,act  1.33 and the rated stator frequency

f s ,2, EM ,act  134Hz by

Lr ,2, EM ,act 

X  1,2, EM ,act
f s ,2, EM ,act  2



1.33
 1.58 103 H
134 Hz  2

(6.20)

Similarly, the stator inductance is derived with the rotor leakage reactance X  2',2, EM ,act  1.49
by

Ls ,2, EM ,act 

X  2',2, EM ,act
f s ,2, EM ,act  2



1.49
 1.77 103 H
134 Hz  2

(6.21)

The main field inductance is calculated with the main field reactance X m,2, EM ,act  32.6 by

Lm,2, EM ,act 

X m,2, EM ,act
f s ,2, EM ,act  2



32.6
 38.72 103 H
134 Hz  2

(6.22)

The nominal angular velocity of the rotor is derived by

nom,2, EM ,act  2  nnom,2, EM ,act  2 

3880
 406s 1
60s

(6.23)

The angular velocity of the field  f ,2, EM ,act is calculated numerically and leads to

nom,2, EM ,act  97.2%
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(6.24)

Applying the models from Züst et al. [143] and van der Broeck et al. [145, 146], the losses
caused by the inverter and the bearings are numerically derived by

Pnom,2,inv,act  0.16W

(6.25)

Pnom,2,brgs ,act  82.90W

(6.26)

leading to

EI , 2, proc  nom,2, EM ,act

Pnom,2, EM ,act
Pnom,2, EM ,act  Pnom,2,brgs ,act  Pnom ,2,inv ,act

(6.27)

7000W
 97.2%
 96.0%
7000W  82.90W  0.16W
The coolant unit serves two functions: spindle cooling and process cooling. The installed pump
is a multistage centrifugal pump, which is powered by an electric motor. In processing state a
total volume flow of V3, proc ,act  4.42

m³
has been measured, which results with an electric power
h

demand of PEC MT ,3, proc,act  2163W in

EI ,3, proc 

V3, proc ,act
PEC  MT ,3, proc ,act

m³
h  5.67 107 m³

2163W
J
4.42

(6.28)

The EI of the EA unit is derived from the electrical power demand PEC MT ,4, proc,act  105W and the
volume stream V4, proc ,act  497

EI ,4, proc 

m³
by
h

V4, proc ,act
PEC  MT ,4, proc ,act

m³
h  1.31103 m³

105W
J
497

(6.29)

The control unit is a state system and its EIs by state are derived by

EI ,5, stby 

1
PEC  MT ,5, stby ,act



1
151W

(6.30)
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EI ,5,idle 

EI ,5, proc 

1



PEC  MT ,5,idle,act
1
PEC  MT ,5, proc.act

1
158W

(6.31)

1
159W

(6.32)



The MT component EIs by machine state are summarized in Table 13.
Table 13: EIs of components by machine state.

i

EI ,i , s

Off

Standby

Idle

Processing

1

Heat exchanger unit

/

/

/

4.01

2

Spindle unit

/

/

/

0.96

3

Coolant unit

/

/

/

4

5

6

EA unit

/

Control unit

Hydraulic unit

/

/

5.67  107

m³

1.31  103

m³

1

1

1

151W

158W

159W

/

/

/

/

/

J

J

6.2.4. Consistency Indices of Machine Tool Components
The CI study is performed for the same MT components and states as in the EI study. The
certification institute Eurovent [147] published an efficiency labelling standard for heat exchanger
based on DIN EN 14511 [148], which outlines normative requirements. The highest efficiency
class defines the BAT and leads to an reference efficiency of water cooled heat exchanger units
of

CI ,1, proc  5.05

(6.33)

The ideal model of a spindle is a speed-controlled electric motor. Therefore, the consistency is
obtained from standard DIN IEC/TS 60034-30-2 [139] for speed controlled electric drives. The
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nominal power Pnom,2, EM ,ref  7000W and nominal rotational speed nnom,2, EM ,ref  3880

1
of a
min

speed controlled electric drive with efficiency class IE4 is derived by

2, proc ,ref

3
2

  Pnom,2, EM ,ref  
  Pnom,2, EM ,ref  
1    Pnom,2, EM ,ref  


A log 
   B log 
   C log 
  D 

100    1000W  
  1000W  
  1000W  


3

  7000W  
  7000W
 0.3569 log 
   3.3076 log 
1 
  1000W  
  1000W


100
 11.6108 log  7000W    82.2503



  1000W  

 0.90

2
 
 
 





(6.34)

with the interpolation coefficients A , B , C , and D . Since the efficiency of the actual system
exceeds the one of the reference system and is therefore consider to be BAT, the actual system
is assigned to the highest efficiency class leading to

EI /CI ,2, proc



EI ,2, proc
CI ,2, proc

1  CI ,2, proc  EI ,2, proc

(6.35)

The reference system efficiency of the cooling pump is derived from Commission Regulation
(EU) No 547/2012 [149] implementing Directive 2009/125/EC [10]. The pump fulfills the
requirement of a minimal efficiency index (MEI) of greater than 0.7, which is the highest
efficiency class [150]. It is therefore considered to be BAT, which leads to

EI / CI ,3, proc



EI ,3, proc
CI ,3, proc

1  CI ,3, proc  EI ,3, proc

(6.36)

EN 13779 [151] classifies EA units according to their SFP. The reference efficiency of the EA unit
is derived from the SFP of highest fan efficiency class and the SFP for a filter unit by

1

 CI ,4, proc ,ref



 CI ,4, fan, proc,ref

1
1
m³

 1.25 103
J
  CI ,4 filter , proc,ref
J
 500  300 
m³

(6.37)

Since the efficiency of the actual system exceeds the one of the reference system, the actual
system is assigned to the highest efficiency class leading to
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EI /CI ,4, proc



EI ,4, proc
CI ,4, proc

1  CI ,4, proc  EI ,4, proc

(6.38)

The BAT in controls strongly depends on the computer architecture, software, and operations.
The MT operates with the latest version of controls by the respective manufacturer.

CI ,5, stby

EI ,5, stby 

1
151W

(6.39)

CI ,5,idle

EI ,5,idle 

1
158W

(6.40)

CI ,5, proc

EI ,5, proc 

1
159W

(6.41)

The MT component CIs by machine state are summarized in Table 14.
Table 14: CIs of components by machine state.

i

CI ,i , s

Off

Standby

Idle

Processing

1

Heat exchanger unit

/

/

/

5.05

2

Spindle unit

/

/

/

0.96

3

Coolant unit

/

/

/

4

5

6
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EA unit

Control unit

Hydraulic unit

/

/

/

/

/

5.67  107

m³

1.31  103

m³

1

1

1

151W

158W

159W

/

/

/

J

J

6.2.5. Total Energy Efficiency Indices of the Machine Tool Components and the Machine
Tool
The TEEIs of MT components by machine state are derived based on the values in Table 12,
Table 13, and Table 14. The results are listed in Table 15, which leads to the insight that the heat
exchanger unit, the coolant unit, the EA unit, and the hydraulic unit underperform in their TEEI
during idle state. Moreover, during processing the coolant unit and the hydraulic unit show a low
performance.
Table 15: TEEIs of components by machine state.

i

TEEI ,i , s , TEEI , MT , s

Off

Standby

Idle

Processing

1

Heat exchanger unit

/

/

0%

79%

2

Spindle unit

/

/

/

100%

3

Coolant unit

/

/

0%

24%

4

EA unit

/

/

0%

100%

5

Control unit

/

100%

100%

100%

6

Hydraulic unit

/

/

0%

0%

MT

/

100%

8%

44%
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6.3. Analysis of the Technical Building Service
6.3.1. Determining the Interfaces between Machine Tool and Technical Building Service
The electric power demand of the MT is metered align with the requirements stated in ISO
14955-1 [34] by using the multi-channel power metering system. The temperature
measurements are carried for each operational state of the MT using the temperature
measurement device NI 9214 by National Instruments with type K thermocouple sensors. For
each operational state, the water volume flow is metered using the flow measurement device
Cerabar S PMP75 by Endress Hauser. For a negligible low impact of the CA decompression on
the heat balance the heat flow to the AC/EA system can be approximated by

QAC / EAMT ,s ,act

PEC MT ,s ,act  QWC MT ,s ,act

(6.42)

with the electric power demand of the MT PEC  MT ,s ,act and the heat flow due to WC QWC  MT ,s ,act .
The volume flow of the norm compressed air flow is determined according to ISO 8778 [136]
using the compressed air measurement device BS48 by Postberg+Co. Table 16 lists the power
relevant values of the MT and the TBS.
Table 16: Power relevant values of the MT and the TBS.
Variable

Off

Standby

Idle

Processing

PEC  MT , s , act

0W

151W

2408W

4014W

VWC  MT , s ,act

m³
h

1.48

m³
h

1.52

m³
h

1.59

m³
h

WC  MT , s ,act

0K

0K

0K

1.24K

QWC  MT , s , act

0W

0W

0W

2263W

QAC / EA MT , s ,act

0W

151W

2408W

1751W

Vn ,CA MT , s ,act
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1.48

0

m³
h

0

m³
h

5.23

m³
h

5.23

m³
h

6.3.2. Sufficiency Indices of Technical Building Service Components
The TBS systems CA, WC, and AC/EA system are themselves controlled. Hence, the supplying
services CA system, WC system, and EA system are directly linked to the utilization by the
respective MT. The  SI ,CA MT , s ,  SI ,WC MT ,s , and  SI , AC / EAMT ,s need to be determined dependent
on the utilization by the MT.
CA is mainly used for sealing air in order to prevent the entry of dust, oil, and particles into the
spindle unit, and in order to keep glass scales clean. During off and standby, the CA supply is
completely shut off. Apart of during processing (and for short time periods after the grinding
operation), sealing air can be abandoned leading to

 SI ,CAMT ,idle  0

(6.43)

The CA supply is controlled both state dependent and in its volume flow leading to

 SI ,CAMT , proc  1

(6.44)

The WC system and the AC/EA system are controlled systems that remove the heat dissipated
by the MT, which results in

 SI ,WC MT , proc  1

(6.45)

 SI , AC / EAMT ,stby   SI , AC / EAMT ,idle   SI , AC / EAMT , proc  1

(6.46)

The SIs of TBS components by machine state are summarized in Table 17.
Table 17: SIs of TBS components by machine state.
TBS component name

Symbol

Off

Standby

Idle

Processing

CA system

 SI ,CA MT , s

/

/

0

1

WC system

 SI ,WC  MT ,s

/

/

/

1

 SI , AC / EA MT , s

/

1

1

1

AC/EA system
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6.3.3. Efficiency Indices of Technical Building Service Components
The data for calculating the electrical energy equivalents of the TBS components are derived
from the TBS monitoring system Siloveda [152] at ETH Zurich and TBS data sheets, listed in
Table 18. All delivered outputs (volume flows and heat flows) of the TBS are considered to be
the same for both the actual MT and the reference MT. The assumption implies that the single
MT has a negligible impact on the operational point of the TBS.
Table 18: Input and output values of the TBS derived from the TBS monitoring system Siloveda at ETH Zurich.
Variable name

PEC CATBS , act

Value

kWh

261297

Vn ,CATBS , act  Vn ,CATBS , ref

a

2547325

a

kWh

PEC WC TBS ,act

1123435

QWC TBS ,act  QWC TBS ,ref

3141800

PEC  AC / EATBS , act

384189

QAC / EATBS ,act  QAC / EATBS ,ref

621960

VAC / EATBS , act  VAC / EATBS , ref

m³

a
kWh
a

kWh
a

kWh
a

142166040

m³
a

The electrical energy equivalent of the CA system including all compressors and auxiliary
aggregates based on measurements is derived by

 CATBS ,act 

PEC CATBS ,act
Vn,CATBS ,act

leading to the EI of the CA system
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261297 kWh / a
kWh
 0.103
2547325 m³ / a
m³

(6.47)

EI ,CATBS 

1

 CATBS ,act

1



0.103

kWh
m³

 9.75

m³
kWh

(6.48)

The EI of the WC system equals its EER and is derived by

EI ,WC TBS  WC TBS ,act 

QWC TBS ,act
PEC WC TBS ,act



3141800 kWh / a
 2.80
1123435 kWh / a

(6.49)

The AC/EA system is responsible for conditioning the incoming air to a defined temperature of

20C and supplying it to the facilities, which is both comprised by the power demand
PEC  AC / EATBS ,act . The performance of the combined AC/EA system (comprising air cooling and
ventilation) is described by

EI , AC / EATBS   AC / EATBS ,act 

QAC / EATBS ,act
PEC  AC / EATBS ,act

kWh
a  1.62

kWh
384189
a
621960

(6.50)

The EIs of the TBS systems are summarized in Table 19.
Table 19: EIs of TBS components.
TBS component name

EIs of TBS components

CA system

EI ,CATBS  9.75

WC system

AC/EA system

m³
kWh

EI ,WC TBS  2.80

EI , AC / EATBS  1.62
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6.3.4. Consistency Indices of Technical Building Service Components
The EER benchmark value for CA generation can be derived from Figure 44 developed by
Fraunhofer-Institut Systemtechnik und Innovationsforschung (ISI) [153], which states the SECs
of CA systems dependent on their relative pressure and their technological standard.

kWh/Nm³
Low efficiency range

 CA,ref
Thermodynamic
impossible

Nominal pressure [bar rel.]
Figure 44: Efficiency of CA system (adapted from Fraunhofer [153]).

For a CA system with 8bar relative pressure (as supplied by the TBS) and for compressors with
highest available efficiency, a EER of  CA,ref  0.085

CI ,CATBS 

1

 CATBS ,ref



1
0.085

kWh
m³

kWh
can be derived, leading to
m³

 11.76

m³
kWh

(6.51)

The SIA 382/1 [154] lists an energy efficiency classification of WC systems for industrial purpose
with the highest efficiency class from WC TBS ,ref  8.00 , leading to

CI ,WC TBS  WC TBS ,ref  8.00

(6.52)

The combined AC/EA systems reference efficiency composed of the ventilation systems
efficiency and the cooling systems efficiency. The EER of the AC/EA system is derived from EC
[155] for the case of the highest efficiency of air conditioners to be placed on the market from
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2017 by  AC / EATBS ,ref  6.10 . The SFP of the AC/EA system can be derived from the standard EN
13799 [151], which categorizes the ventilation for non-residential buildings. The BAT is derived
for SFP1 and additional power demand for filtering by  AC / EATBS ,ref  800

Ws
. The AC/EA
m³

systems reference efficiency is derived by

CI , AC / EATBS




QAC / EATBS ,ref
PEC  AC / EATBS ,ref



QAC / EATBS ,ref
PEC  AC / EATBS , fan ,ref  PEC  AC / EATBS ,cool , ref

QAC / EATBS ,ref

 AC / EATBS ,ref VAC / EATBS ,ref 



621960

QAC / EATBS ,ref

 AC / EATBS ,ref

kWh
a

kWh
621960
Ws
m³
a
800
142166040 
m³
a
6.10

(6.53)

 4.66

The CIs of the TBS systems are summarized in Table 20.
Table 20: CIs of TBS systems.
TBS component name

CA system

WC system

AC/EA system

EIs of TBS components

CI ,CATBS  11.76

m³
kWh

CI ,WC TBS  8.00

CI , AC / EATBS  4.66
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6.3.5. Total Energy Efficiency Indices of the Technical Building Service Components
The TEEIs of the TBS components supplying the MT are aggregated indices from the previously
derived sustainability indices. The TEEIs of the CA system are derived by

m³

TEEI ,CA MT ,idle

9.75

kWh  0%
  SI ,CA MT ,idle  EI ,CATBS  0 
m³
CI ,CATBS
11.76

(6.54)

kWh
m³

TEEI ,CA MT , proc

9.75
EI ,CATBS
kWh  83%
  SI ,CA MT , proc 
 1
m³
CI ,CATBS
11.76

(6.55)

kWh

The TEEI of the WC system for the processing state is derived by

TEEI ,WC MT , proc   SI ,WC MT , proc 

EI ,WC TBS
2.80
 1
 35%
CI ,WC TBS
8.00

(6.56)

The TEEIs of the AC/EA system dependent on the MT state are derived by

TEEI , AC / EA MT ,stby  TEEI , AC / EAMT ,idle  TEEI , AC / EAMT , proc
  SI , AC / EA MT , proc 

EI , AC / EATBS
1.62
 1
 35%
CI , AC / EATBS
4.66

(6.57)

The TEEIs of TBS components by machine state are summarized in Table 21.
Table 21: TEEIs of TBS components by machine state.
TBS system name
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Symbol

Off

Standby

Idle

Processing

CA system

TEEI ,CA MT ,s

/

/

0%

83%

WC system

TEEI ,WC  MT , s

/

/

/

35%

AC/EA system

TEEI , AC / EA MT , s

/

35%

35%

35%

6.4. The Total Energy Efficiency Index of the Integrated Machine Tool
The TEEI of the IMT is derived according to equation (5.50) by

TEEI ,IMT,s 

PEC  IMT ,s ,ref
PEC  IMT ,s ,act



1
PEC  IMT ,s ,act

 PEC  MT ,s ,act TEEI ,MT,s  PEC CA MT ,s ,act TEEI ,CA MT ,s 


  PEC WC  MT ,s ,actTEEI ,WC  MT,s  PEC  AC / EA MT ,s ,actTEEI ,AC  MT ,s 

(6.58)

which includes the assumption that the MT TEEI derived from the composition of selected
components equals the one of the entire MT. Table 22 lists the composition of the power demand
and TEEIs of the IMT by machine state.
Table 22: Composition of the power demand and TEEIs of the IMT by machine state.
Name

Symbol

Off

Standby

Idle

Processing

MT

PEC  MT , s , act

0W

151W

2408W

4014W

CA system

PEC CA MT , s , act

0W

0W

536W

536W

WC system

PEC WC  MT , s ,act

0W

0W

0W

809W

AC/EA system

PEC  AC / EA MT , s ,act

0W

93W

1485W

1080W

PEC  IMT , s , act

0W

244W

4429W

6439W

/

75%

16%

45%

IMT

TEEI , IMT , s

The average TEEI of the IMT weighted by the power demand in each state is determined using
equation (5.51) and the values in Table 10. The average TEEI along the energy conversion chain
is calculated using equation (5.66). The results are listed in Table 23.
Table 23: Average IMT TEEI and average total IMT TEEI by type of production.
Symbol

Small series

Medium series

Large series

TEEI , IMT

38%

41%

41%

TEEI , IMT ,tot

15%

16%

16%
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6.5. Calculation of the Optimization Potential and Analysis
The EA unit has been classified as under dimensioned in processing state and needs to be
maintained or replaced by a more powerful one. Apart of this, applying equations (5.58) to (5.63)
leads to the optimization potential of MT components, the MT, and the TBS systems. The results
are listed in Table 24, with the hotspots highlighted in bolt font. The table allows a ranking of
energetic hotspot MT and TBS components within each state. In standby and idle state, the
AC/EA system offers some potential. In idle and processing state, the MT components’
optimization potential outweighs the one of the TBS components. More specifically, both the
coolant unit and the heat exchanger offer the greatest improvement potential in idle state. In
processing state the coolant unit has the main lever arm towards the power demand reduction.
All in all, following hotspots can be derived:
1. Heat exchanger unit in idle state
2. Coolant unit in processing state
3. Coolant unit in idle state
4. AC/EA system in standby state
5. AC/EA system in idle state
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Table 24: Total energy efficiency optimization potential of MT and TBS systems by machine state.
Component name

Symbol

Off

Standby

Idle

Processing

Heat exchanger unit

TEEI ,opt , MT ,1, s

/

/

20%

3%

Spindle unit

TEEI ,opt , MT ,2, s

/

/

/

0%

Coolant unit

TEEI ,opt , MT ,3, s

/

/

37%

38%

EA unit

TEEI ,opt , MT ,4, s

/

/

4%

0%

Control unit

TEEI ,opt , MT ,5, s
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The identified hotspots are analyzed in more detail in order to deduce individual improvement
measures by means of graphical representation. Figure 45 depicts  EI / CI against the  SI for the
before identified hotspots and serves as tool for deducing improvement measures for the MT
and TBS design. The arrows indicate the direction of improvement of the respective component.
None of the hotspot system has a balanced score. Hence, a single root cause can directly be
defined. The AC/EA system ( AC / EA ) lacks in its relative conversion efficiency, which indicates
that the current systems performance is significantly lower than the one of the BAT and
rebuilding or replacing is required. Moreover, it can directly be deduced that the efficiency of the
heat exchanger unit in idle state ( 1,idle ) is less of an issue than the systems need-based
utilization. The system could entirely be switched off in idle state. The same is true for the
coolant unit during idle ( 3,idle ), which is classified as BAT. The coolant unit in processing state (

3, proc ) lacks in its need-based utilization, respectively is over dimensioned. The issue can be
addressed by re-dimensioning or by controlling the volume flow of the pump unit.
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3: coolant unit
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0
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Figure 45: Mapping of hotspots according to sufficiency and relative conversion efficiency indicating a lack in
efficiency of the AC/EA system as well as a lack in sufficiency of the heat exchanger in idle state (1) and the
coolant unit in idle and processing state (3).
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7. Discussion, Conclusion, and Outlook
Using the four assessment criteria derived in Chapter 3 leads to a characterization of the present
work, which is listed in Table 25. In Chapter 4, the research gap is defined and used to derive
the thesis objectives. Moreover, a metric to analyze and evaluate components, the MT and the
IMT has been developed and applied in practice (Chapter 5 and 6). The application has been
performed for all main operating states on an already produced MT. The test method applied is
classified as component performance method.
Table 25: Characterization of the thesis.
Characterization criteria

Idle

Processing

Design

Configuration

Use

Reference Part

●

●

●

●

●

○

○

●

○

○

○

Performance

Standby

●

Component

Off

●

SEC

IMT

○ not fulfilled

Test method

MT

● fulfilled

Life cycle
perspective

Operating states

Component

Level of evaluation

Process

Source

Reference

Completeness criteria

●

The metric bases on three sub-indices that are combined to the TEEI, which can be aggregated
from lower to higher level. The evaluation of the SI, EI, CI, and TEEI is listed in Table 26. It can
clearly be deduced that each of the sub-indices directly addresses one of the beforehand
described sustainability strategies. The aggregated TEEI combines all these properties. The
applicability of the metric has been proven in practice.
Table 26: Evaluation of the SI, EI, CI, and TEEI.
Symbol

Efficiency

Consistency

Sufficiency

 SI

○

○

●

EI

●

○

○

CI

○

●

○

TEEI

●

●

●
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The domains of efficiency, consistency, and sufficiency are integrated into the energy efficiency
evaluation (O1). The developed metric is applicable to the MT and TBS components (O2) and
can be aggregated to MT and IMT level (O3). Additionally, the potential of a MT or TBS
component to improve the energy efficiency of the superordinate system can be calculated (O4).
Altogether, the derived research gap has been bridged by fulfillment of all objectives O1 to O4
(compare Chapter 4). However, three points of concern shall be highlighted.
1. Even though the model for determining the power demand of the IMT is suitable for
standardization, the TEEI metric application in the presented form exceeds the effort and
complexity acceptable for successful implementation into the ISO 14955 series.
2. Whereby the metering and monitoring equipment is crucial for the calculation of the EIs
of the MT, the CI calculations are mainly determined by the data availability of benchmark
values form literature. Lacking data availability increases the calculation effort of the
entire TEEI study significantly and impacts the quality of the calculation results
negatively. The same is true for the calculation of the SI, which is additionally impacted
by subjectivity and lacking guidance to determine each components SI.
3. The metric has been applied for four main operational states, whereas only one
operational point of the processing state has been considered due to the requirement
that each operational state has to be able to be hold until thermal equilibrium is achieved.
With equipment to apply a constant torque to the MT spindle, the quasi-static
assessment of the processing state can be carried out for more reference points. Using
interpolation methods a TEEI map can be created in order to determine the TEEI of the
IMT and each of the MT components at every operational point of the spindle. Together
with production data (intensity, time shares in each operational state) the average TEEI
of the IMT in industrial application can be determined.
Even though great progress in the field of total energy efficiency of IMTs could be made,
research can be continued in various ways, in particular:
1. Simplification of the TEEI metric in order to increase the feasibility of integration in
international standards.
2. Compilation of a list with efficiency benchmarks in order to simply the calculation of the
CI and guidance to calculate the SI for main MT components.
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3. Creating a TEEI map for variable components in order to be able to determine the TEEI
of the MT at every operational point.
This thesis can be continued at these points in order to meet present and future objectives in
energy efficiency in industries.
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